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      by Tim Bolen 
  
Breast cancer. Oncologist said he could not believe it and never saw anything like it in 30 years.   
Miriam Herzog, Brooklyn, NY:  "I had a tumor in my breast, and the biopsy revealed it was breast 
cancer. Someone told me about the Clark therapy. I had nothing to lose. I started electrical zapping 
and taking the parasite herbs, and stopped using many chemical products. I had surgery 3 weeks 
later and they removed a tumor the size of an egg. My tissue was sent to the lab to check for 
malignancy. I repeatedly called the oncologist, who said he did not have an answer yet. I finally 
saw him two weeks after the surgery. I asked why I had to wait so long, and he said the biopsy 
came back negative the first time, but he had the lab retest to be positive the results were accurate. 
He said he could not believe it at first, and in 30 years of practice he had never seen anything like 
this! He said that I was the lucky one, and no further treatment was necessary. I want to help and 
share my story with others who believe that it can't be true!"  
 
Doctor used Clark therapy to cure his prostate cancer, now treats cancer patients with significant 
success. 
 
Dr. W. van Ewijk, M.D., Ph.D. (Holland): "Dr. Clark, I confirm your approach to cancer is very 
effective. I was diagnosed with prostate cancer. The surgeon canceled radical prostatectomy. I treat 
cancer patients with your protocol and have had significant success." 
 
Doctor says parasites key link to cancer 
 
Dr. E. O'Dell Woods, Utah: "I have researched cancer cures for 47 years. This is about my 
experience with Dr. Clark's method. I found parasites as the key link in the cause of cancer. With 
the parasites dead, no more cancer. I am a cancer survivor, and continue to take Dr. Clark's 
preventive herbs." 
 
Deserve Nobel Prize, Dr. Clark, for your discovery of cause of cancer 
 
Thea Backay, Germany: "You deserve the Nobel Prize, Dr. Clark, for your discovery of the cause 
of cancer. I was so fortunate your book came after my breast cancer operation. It saved me from 
chemo and radiation. I am completely in good health and lost all my fears." 
 
No longer have breast cancer because of Dr. Clark 
 
Estelle Morris:  "My daughter (homeopathic physician) recommended The Cure for Cancer when I 
had breast cancer. I've cleansed my life style, no longer have a problem and am on maintenance 
two times a week. Two years later I feel great."  
 
4th stage of cancer, nothing doctors could do. Oncologist says a miracle. still Alive 6 years later 
 
Internet, Reedy, CA: "My Oncologist explained I was in the 4th stage of cancer and there was 
nothing more they could do. I found Dr. Clark's book, followed instructions and was cured. My 
oncologist redid all the tests. When the results came back he called me and said: 'I can only say it is 
a miracle.' That was 1994." 
 



Clark therapy Cured bladder cancer 
 
Marc Stragier: "I have used Dr. Clark's therapy since 1996 to cure bladder cancer. Feel free to 
publish my phone in case I can help." 
 
Clark therapy Cured malignant breast tumor 
 
Arthur Doerksen, engineer: "I very successfully used Dr. Clark's approach to get rid of a malignant 
breast tumor. On Feb. '95, my wife and I spent 2 hours with Dr. Clark. I tested free of malignancy, 
but had high mercury levels from tooth fillings. Dr. Clark told us correctly we had a gas leak in our 
home 1600 miles away because we had high vanadium levels. She found that in about 2 seconds. If 
it sounds too good to be true, you'll be pleasantly surprised if you follow her advice." 
 
Clark therapy cured Prostate cancer, PSA normal. refused surgery 
 
Internet, Beatrice, MD "My husband started on Dr. Clark's therapy one week after being diagnosed 
with prostate cancer. He flatly refused the only option by the doctors: Cut it out, the sooner, the 
better. Three months later, his PSA dropped to normal. This was over 3 years ago. Physical exams 
are normal, no tumor was found." 
 
Successfully recovered from massive brain tumor using clark therapy after given terminal 
prognosis 
 
Clark Presswood CDR US (Ret): "Dr. Clark's amazing techniques were a major factor in my 
successful recovery from a massive brain tumor for which I had been given a terminal prognosis. I 
am telling all of her continued efforts to help thousands of people find their way back to health." 
 
Clark therapy Cured multiple melanoma 
 
Charlotte Weiland: "Dr. Clark, your therapy cured my aunt of multiple melanoma." 
 
Dr. Clark should receive Nobel Prize 
 
Michelle Timmermans, New Zealand:  Dr. Clark is known and respected for her discoveries and 
she has saved many lives, not only those of her patients but also the lives of the hundreds upon 
thousands of people who have treated themselves following guidelines from her books. Detaining 
Dr. Clark is criminal, this woman should not be persecuted, but should instead receive a Nobel 
prize for the good she has brought to humankind. We all know that the cancer industry feels greatly 
threatened by her discoveries, and that the purpose of this arrest is to stop her doing her work.  
 
Doctors looked in vain for the cancer, the cancer disappeared 
 
Ronald P. Muka:  I convinced my mother to try the Dr. Clark's herbal treatment. Although she 
never took the herbs for more than eight days at a time, the cancer disappeared. Her doctors looked 
in vain for the cancer for a long time. My mother had no other treatment for cancer than the herbal 
treatment set out in Dr. Clark's book.  
 
Cured cancer after reading Clark's book. Healing with medicine is nearly impossible 
 



I am self doing patient having cured my cancer in 1998, after reading Dr. Clark's books with 
significant improvements in our health. I am alive, feeling healthy and want to stay well until my 
end. All pharmaproducts did not help, radiation also did not, and surgery can only cut off cancer, 
but not cure it. Healing of cancers with traditional medicine is nearly impossible. Heinz Hadamzik, 
Germany 
 
Cancer in remission after Clark therapy 
 
David Deutsch, Va.:  I know of Dr. Clark's good works through my own contact with her writings, 
as well as first hand experience of a good friend whose cancer went into remission after treatment 
at her clinic.  
 
Had cancer 5 years ago, followed Dr. Clark, alive and well 
 
Karen Butler.  This letter is to inform you that I support Dr. Clark in her work. I had cancer 5 years 
ago this December, and I followed her work. Needless to say I am alive and doing well. I have seen 
many good doctors go down because they did not follow the conventional treatments, and I find 
this appalling.  
 
Cancer free today after Clark program 
 
N.G.:  Three years ago I had a masectomy. At that time I began the program that Dr. Clark 
prescribes and I am cancer free today. I believe that God and the wisdom of Dr. Clark saved my 
life. Please do not take away the opportunity to get better from others that need Dr. Clark's research 
and help so badly.  
 
Followed Dr. Clark's book and Ovarian cancer gone 
 
Diane Dailey, Mt.  Since March I've been using the zapper, the parasite program and have followed 
almost all in Dr. Clark's The Cure for All Cancers. I'm happy to tell you that I'm quite sure that my 
cancer is about gone! I have no pain and I feel wonderful. I'm 53 years old, had ovarian cancer, 
surgery, and chemotherapy in 1996. My CA125 started going up in the fall of 1997. I tried many 
different alternative treatments, and I now know that I've found the answer with the parasite 
program and the zapper.  
 
Had terminal cancer with only a few days to live, now improving with great results 
 
Jerrold Warner:  My father with terminal cancer who only had a few days to live. When I went to 
visit him Thursday night I could see he looked better, but he did not actually start to improve with 
great results until I started three zapping sessions per day, and Extra Strength Walnut enemas. I also 
started some bolosus from the Cancer Salves Book and the Trifolium Compound, and I can say, it 
all worked thanks to Dr. Clark and God.  
 
Dr. Clark Clinic in Switzerland 
 
David Amrein, President Dr. Clark Clinic, Switzerland:  Colon cancer gone in 10 days; esophageal 
cancerous tumor shrinking; boy with diabetes blood sugar better than ever.  A person with terminal 
colon cancer was turned around in as little as 10 days. The patient was very eager to follow the 
Clark program and was very meticulous. She immediately reaped the benefits, which could be 
easily seen on subsequent X_rays. Another patient had esophageal cancer with a huge tumor, he 



could hardly swallow. All the cleanups were done immediately and the whole protocol was 
implemented, since there was no time to lose. In just days the patient could swallow bits again, and 
within two weeks he felt considerably better and the tumors started shrinking, since one growth was 
on the outside this was clearly visible. A boy with diabetes was started on the zapper. Before we 
could even start him on the parasite herbs, his blood sugar behavior improved immensely; 
according to the boy's mother it was better than ever the past four years.  
 
Dr. Clark solved the most threatening disease of mankind, cancer. 
 
Wolfgang Roesner, Germany:  Her successes witnessed by many people indicate that she is doing 
important work for the whole mankind in her clinic. She seems to be on the way to solve one of the 
most threatening diseases of man, cancer.  
 
Followed Clark program, one year later survived Pancreatic Cancer, gained weight, healthy blood 
counts 
 
P. J. Null:  My husband, a pancreatic cancer patient, has been following Dr. Clark's parasite control 
program for a year. He has survived admirably, gained weight throughout his treatment, maintained 
healthy blood counts, and has been a wonderful success story. His cancer is now in remission! 
(Very few pancreatic cancer patients survive 2 months past diagnosis) This woman is a candidate 
for sainthood!   
 
Had Cervical cancer, followed Dr. Clark's book with remarkable results 
 
Ellyn Olson:  I had been diagnosed with minor cervical cancer, and went through a hysterectomy. 
Since then, I had not been happy with the subsequent follow up by traditional doctors. I started 
following Dr. Clark's advice in her books, and have had remarkable results! The first time I used 
the zapper, dead fluke worms were very noticeable in my stools! I had been extremely fatigued all 
of the time __ would be in bed every day between 7 and 8. Since zapping, my energy levels have 
increased DRAMATICALLY! I am able to start new projects with enthusiasm, and never feel 
tired! The only change in my life_style is that I have been following the advice in Dr. Clark's 
books!    
 
Dr. Clark's therapy Cured Terminal Lung Cancer. Doctors say it's a miracle 
 
Hans Kuijt,  The Netherlands:  We live in the Netherlands and this year I heard for the first time 
about Dr. Hulda Clark. I bought all the books and a zapper and I and my wife became much better 
with the cure against the parasites. A friend of ours had terminal lung cancer and the doctors in the 
hospital said there was nothing more to do. On our advice she started with the cure against the 
parasites including using the zapper. She is now doing fine. The doctors in the hospital don't know 
what happened... it's a miracle for them.  
 
Survived terminal liver cancer, would not be alive without Dr. Clark's treatment 
 
V. Zivadinovic, Australia:  Two and half years ago I got terminal liver cancer (primary) and was 
given 2 to 6 months to live. First I used breuss and after three months Dr. Clark's cancer cures for 
next 15 months. I am 59 years old, feel great and looking for job. I had hepatitis B for a long time 
and my liver was badly damage. Many people diagnosed with my cancer are dead or killed by 
orthodox methods. I didn't use any of them. My story was on TV channel 7 program verifying it all 
with catscans. I could guarantee that no cancer patient would die from cancer using Dr. Clark's 



treatments. This was not a fluke, I am an engineer for atomic and nuclear physics, and I can 
understand and comprehend both treatments. I have all my catscans. Without her treatment I would 
not be alive. For any help do not hesitate to call or write.  
 
Colon cancer. No to surgery. Dr. Clark's therapy saved his life and no sign of cancer 3 years later 
 
Harold Brewer:  Dr. Clark has given so much to the world. She saved my life after having had 
colon cancer, and the doctor wanted to take a foot of my colon out. A friend gave me the 
information by Dr. Clark and I started on the parasite program __ NO SURGERY and after 
examination NO CANCER DETECTED, and now it is 3 years later.  
 
Diagnosed with terminal prostate cancer. After clark protocol certified cancer free by doctor 
 
Shirley K. Barnes, Canada:  I was a party to the cure of my neighbor, Henry Leguyder, of terminal 
prostate cancer. Under my guidance, he followed Dr. Hulda Clark's recommendations, and is now 
cancer_free, certified by his doctor. His PSA, which was 85, is now 3.4. His doctor, who had 
pronounced him terminal and said there was nothing more he could do, now says he has no cancer. 
Henry did nothing more than follow Dr. Clark's' recommendations (zapping, detoxifying, and 
taking herbs), taking vitamins and improving his diet. I just talked to him and his wife and they are 
still thanking me for giving them the information that cured him. I am attaching his write_up of the 
incredible journey he made back to health with the help of Dr. Hulda Clark's book. Our world is 
blessed to have her offer us an effective means of curing illness.  
 
Father followed Clark's cancer program and Brain Cancer Receding 
 
Ralph Wyndham:  My father had followed Hulda Clark's cancer program and turned his rapidly 
growing brain cancer into a receding cancer. The doctor was so delighted that the Catscan done at 
the end of January had shown that the cancer had receded.  
 
Had Ovarian cancer, no doubts Hulda Clark saved her life 
 
Diane Daley, MT:  I had ovarian cancer in June 1996. I had surgery and chemotherapy. Then in the 
fall of 1997, the cancer came back. I was tested by my oncologist and went twice to the Mayo 
Clinic in Rochester for more tests. The only thing they could offer was more chemo. I decided that 
I'd rather die than go through that again. I know that chemotherapy could not cure my cancer, that it 
could prolong my life but that I would have no quality of life. I read and tried everything alternative 
medicine had to offer. Finally, in March, I followed Hulda Clark's advice in The Cure for All 
Cancers. I used the herbs and zapper. Almost immediately I could feel the cancer stop growing. I 
no longer have any pain. I have no doubt that Hulda Clark saved my life and I'll be forever grateful.  
 
Cured skin cancer 
 
Lt/Col. George Walker, USAF, Tampa, FL: I cured myself of skin cancer by using the zapper 
together with other unconventional means. The blunt truth is that virtually every household could 
greatly benefit by having a copy of Dr Clark's wonderful book, The Cure for all Diseases, and a low 
cost zapper. About 100 years ago most physicians were far more aware that most humans are 
loaded with parasites and the general health level is often a matter of keeping them at some 
acceptable level. Dr Clark's research shows a simple, low cost, effective way. 
 



Dr. Clark freely tells the public how to cure cancer for little cost and Prosecutor attempts to stop 
dissemination of the information 
 
J.V.: The "war" on cancer being waged by conventional medicine and the pharmaceutical 
companies is not being won. The incidence of cancer is increasing. New and ever stronger 
pathogens are emerging as they develop resistance to ever more powerful antibiotics. Meanwhile, 
the drug companies make huge profits and we, the public, are all losers. Now comes Dr. Hulda 
Clark who freely tells the public how we can cure ourselves of these scourges for little cost and 
Prosecutor James Oliver attempts to stop dissemination of the information. Who stands to gain if he 
is successful? As Deep Throat reportedly said during the Watergate cover_up, "Follow the money. 
 
84 year OLD great grandmother cured pancreatic cancer 
 
Brandon C. Martin:  I'd like to tell you about our elderly neighbor who was diagnosed with 
pancreatic cancer. Medical science had given up on her. Her flesh had an orange color to it. Late 
last year she acquired Dr Clark's book, bought the herbs and took them faithfully. In a month her 
color was back to normal and her waistline decreased 3 inches. With great energy , this 84 year old 
great grandmother, who lives alone, resumed her household duties, cooking and baking for her 
large extended family. Thank you for your steadfastness in pursuing the truth. 
 
Cured of brain cancer, tumor gone after being diagnosed with Stage 3 brain cancer 
 
JG: We just received the great news that JL is cured of cancer! She is 30 and was suffering from 
Stage 3 brain cancer. Chemo was failing her as there was new growth after the chemo treatments. 
She was closely following the parasite cleanse and using the zapper. She went to a local clinic for a 
body scan and was told that they couldn't pick up any evidence that she had cancer. She had her 
MD schedule a special test in Phoenix in hopes that the medical community would agree with the 
alternative therapist. Sure enough, results just came back that the growth of her tumor was not only 
retarded but she showed no evidence of any tumor at all! Dr. Clark has touched another desperately 
ill person. 
 
Had malignant melanoma on leg for a year and a half. Two weeks after parasite program, red spot 
was gone and brown SPOT gradually fading 
 
Yende Bilih: Five years ago a brown spot appeared on my leg. It then grew larger and later had 
some red in it. The doctor took a biopsy, told me it was malignant melanoma, and said that if I 
didn't get it cut out right away I would lose my leg or my life. For one year I didn't do anything and 
it did get worse. Then I followed The Cure for all Cancers by Dr Clark. Immediately I made all the 
changes she suggested. . It had been there for a year and a half. I thank Hulda so much for 
enlightening me to all the evils that were trying to destroy my body. 
 
Cancer growth on right ear lobe. FIVE years after clark protocol still okay 
 
C. Ponnnagh: I was diagnosed with a cancer growth on my right ear lobe. I went to the John Wayne 
Cancer Center and was told I should have a third of my ear removed. I went to see Dr. Clark and so 
far after 5 years I'm okay. 
 
No recurrence of breast cancer 
 



Edna E. Roeh, Selah, WA: I had a lumpectomy for breast cancer in January 1994. I chose not to 
have a mastectomy, chemotherapy or radiation. I followed Dr Hulda Clark's book and made a 
zapper to kill the parasites that all people with cancer have. I used the zapper for over a year. I have 
had no recurrence of cancer, and I feel fine. Her method is inexpensive, painless, and gets results in 
a short period of time. 
 
Had prostate cancer for 3 years, AND SAID no to surgery, chemo, radiation. AFTER CLARK 
THERAPY no symptoms of cancer whatsoever. 
 
I am 52, and had prostate cancer for three years. I did not have surgery, chemo or radiation, nor do I 
intend to. I firmly believe in cleansing the body to rid us of degenerative diseases and don't believe 
the medical community has ever cured a single case of cancer, except by dumb luck. I have done all 
the cleanses and built a zapper. Now I am doing colonics and am being treated by an Ayurvedic 
dentist. I still have had no symptoms of cancer whatsoever. I feel better than I ever have in my life 
and assuming I win this battle, cancer has been a real blessing. Thank you for your wisdom Dr 
Clark. 
 
Dr. Clark has given me the cure for cancer before I get it, effectively extending my future life 
 
Debbie Tech: Hulda Clark changed my life. She taught me how to eat right and be healthy and how 
very important it is to remove chemicals from my house and my body. She has given me the cure 
for cancer before I get it, effectively extending my future life. Dr Clark has given me a new life _ 
one where I can feel good for the first time instead of being a walking garbage dump _ full of 
toxins and feeling like it. 
 
Absolutely astonishing" therapists says in describing results with diabetics, and what medicine says 
cannot be done, in spite of billions of dollars and decades of research. 
 
Nancy Callahan:   holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in Nutrition, with a special interest in 
therapeutic nutrition and natural medicine for chronic health conditions. Several of Nancy's articles 
have been published in holistic health journals and local publications. She has researched the 
effects of nutrition on health and disease for over 10 years. Nothing in her years of study prepared 
her for the claims of one research scientist, Dr. Hulda Clark, who claimed to have found not only 
the causes, but the cures for all types of chronic, degenerative disease. This would certainly have to 
be verified, she believed. After two years of extensive investigation and successful use of the Clark 
Method on both herself and several clients, some of whom were diabetics, Nancy's practice is now 
limited to educating people on using the Clark Method with special interest in educating clients 
with Diabetes on the findings of Dr. Hulda Clark. 
 
With the aid of Dr. Clark's previous and now newest findings as to the causes and reversal 
processes of Diabetes, Nancy went on to develop The Diabetes Recovery Program that can be used 
for Type 1 and Type 2 Diabetes. The Program can reverse Diabetes and can reduce or eliminate 
Diabetic complications in 50% to 100% of all cases, provided the client adheres to the program. 
"Absolutely astonishing" is the only way Nancy can describe it when her clients accomplish what 
medicine and science currently says cannot be done, in spite of billions of dollars and decades of 
research. 
 
Zapper gets rid of 20 year old cyst in breast 
 



Linda Vega: I had a mammogram which showed a cyst in my left breast the size of an egg. My 
doctor wanted to do surgery and I said no. I had the cyst for more than 20 years. I Got Dr. Clark's 
Zapper and used it every day. I Went back for another mammogram and the cyst was gone. I thank 
Dr. Clark for making my breast cyst free. 
 
Breast cancer, no to chemo, surgery, radiation. mammogram and physical exam four years later - 
free and clear. 
 
Estelle Morris, Nashville, TN: In July 1995 I was diagnosed with breast cancer. I didn't view it as a 
death sentence as many people do. A friend recommended The Cure for all Cancer. I did what was 
recommended in Dr. Clark's book.no chemo, no surgery, and no radiation. The oncologist wanted 
to do a masectomy and take care of the lymph nodes. He was told 'no way.' In December of 1995 I 
had another mammogram and physical exam _ free and clear. Latest mammogram was December 
29, 1999 _ negative. I am 85 years old. 
 
The surgeon came back with the pathologist's report and was amazed! the cancer that had spread 
was no longer cancer. 
 
(Road to Health Newsletter):  Three years ago I was diagnosed with endometrial cancer. I started 
taking the parasite herbs 4 days before I went into the hospital. I took it very seriously! The day 
after surgery the surgeon told me I had stage 3, aggressive and invasive cancer which had spread. 
He wasn't hopeful _ I wasn't chagrined. Two days later, the surgeon came back to see me with the 
pathologist's report _ with a changed demeanor _ he now was amazed! He told me that the cancer 
which had spread was no longer cancer. But he would insist that I still have chemotherapy and 
radiation (despite the fact that I had said earlier that I would not.). But I did consent to visit the 
cancer clinic. The doctors and other personnel used all their persuasive savvy to convince me to 
have not only further surgery, but chemo and radiation as well. I told them I needed to think about 
it. (I had no intention of submitting to all that). I went home, phoned them back to say "No," and 
continued with Dr. Clark's methods. Three weeks later I was back at work. Since then I work 2 jobs 
and remain alive and well! Thank you Dr. Clark. All my friends know about you!  
 
Recovered from advanced aids WITH incredibly quick reduction in HIV count 
 
Steven: Dear David, you cannot believe how very happy I feel to be able to write to you about my 
close friend's incredibly quick reductions in HIV after using Dr. Clark's protocol. That very quick 
reduction in HIV count was beyond my expectations, as I thought certainly Dr. Clark must be 
wrong in her assertions that HIV would quickly reduce after cleansing the thymus gland. Even 
though I was the one pushing and prompting my friend to at least try Dr. Clark's protocol, I was a 
bit skeptical that such dramatic reduction would occur in my friend who had some serious problems 
related to health, not just the two crainiotomies. In considering his recovery from advanced AIDS 
which was for over ten years per his internist, and following two serious and taxing surgeries which 
had already seriously depleted any reserves he may have had, that recovery was even more 
dramatic. He also had a terrible case of molluscum contagiousum on his face, which after 
treatments and removal have never returned, either! 
 
Cancer marker, CA_125 is near normal 
 
Patricia Qualls: I want to tell you that I bought the book A Cure for All Cancers, and the last two 
times I went for my blood work my CA_125 is near normal. I thank God every day for Dr. Clark 
and the person who told me about the book. 



 
Declined chemo, cured colon cancer 
 
Mike Gorgichuk, E.T. Project Coordinator Strategic Initiatives, gorgicm@novachem.com:  I had 
colon cancer and have treated myself with the suggestions from Dr. Clark's book. To make a long 
story short the results from Dr. Clark's book saved my life. I followed the parasite cleanse and am 
on the maintenance program, and have done the kidney cleanse and 3 liver cleanses in a year. I 
follow her advice as well as some other natural methods and so far I'm still here. After having 
surgery to remove a 7" tumor (details too long to explain) from my colon, I declined chemo and 
have had excellent results on tests ever since. I applaud Hulda Clark whenever I hear her name. No 
doomsayer can give me cause to derail my support for a great learned Lady. 
 
Fibrotic cysts in breasts for 30 years. After removing metal dentalware mammogram showed cysts 
gone 
 
Dr. Clark, your treatments have helped me in a big way. Since about 1970 I have been diagnosed 
with fibrotic cyst in my breasts. I had all my dental work changed from metal fillings to plastic 
fillings, costing about $1,000. It was well worth it. I had a mammogram about six months after 
finishing my dental work and all my fibrotic cysts were gone. I take the parasite treatment every 
week and do many of the other suggestions in your books. Keep up the good work and put all 
doctors and hospitals on the prevention of disease rather than promoting it. 
 
If not for Dr. Clark, she would be a cancer patient receiving allolopathic treatment 
 
Arthur and Susan Lloyd, Payson, AZ, crossv@.cybertrails.com: I would like to say how much I 
admire Hulda Clark and all the good she has brought about. I have used all her methods of 
cleansing and until this day I practice her cleanses regularly. I believe if I hadn't found her work, I 
would be one of the cancer patients today receiving allelopathic treatments. When I did her parasite 
cleanse, kidney cleanse and liver cleanse I passed many parasites, kept samples, which were clearly 
the ones shown in her book as flukes. I have passed to word to many, many people who have also 
completed her cleanses with great success. 
 
Oncologist amazed as Prostate cancer gone and PSA went from 24 to zero 
 
Robert Leslie Neyman, Captain, U.S. Navy (Retired), Laguna Woods, CA: I am 84 years old and 
am now in good health. About two years ago my doctor informed me my PSA was at 24 and 
climbing. He told me that I must see an oncologist who told me that I undoubtedly had cancer and 
had three choices: chemo, radiation or surgery. I declined all three and followed the instructions in 
Dr. Clark's book rigorously. Within three months my PSA reading had been reduced to zero, and I 
have had no further problems. My oncologist was amazed! This is further substantiation that the 
medical community does not want to find a cure for cancer. Dr. Clark saved me and saved the 
government from the expensive and painful treatments I would have had to undergo. 
 
Terminal cancer in lung, now clean x-ray and Doctors Are Wondering 
 
Bev and Paul Baker: We have a friend who had been told that he had terminal cancer in his lung 
with six months to live and with chemo. He had 3 treatments of chemo. A day later we got him the 
parasite herbs. He is also taking Shaklee's Liqui_Lea for tiredness, L_Acidophilus to clear the 
lymph nodes, Shaklee's Alfalfa for swelling, another B_2 possibly, and echinacea besides the 
parasite treatment. He made his peace with his God. About two weeks ago he went for a checkup. 



The doctor said his white count was normal, to their surprise. He has not been sick. He had gained 
nine pounds. He had been tired and felt some "weight" on his chest. He took three more treatments 
of chemo. 
 
Our friend called us yesterday and said the doctors are really wondering, because they found a clear 
x_ray and compared it to the other x_rays. We believe God decided to heal Jerry, but we are all 
grateful and want to thank Dr. Clark for her caring. My husband loaned Jerry a zapper and made 
the black walnut tincture He spends a lot of time and energy studying and has helped a lot of people 
to get help from these writings. We want to express thanks for this and many other people getting 
help and we use Dr. Clark's books all the time. 
 
NO to cut, burn, poison and prostate problems now gone 
 
I read and talked to people who said NO to doctors. By the grace of GOD, I feel he lead me to Dr. 
Clark's books. He heard me tell the medical establishment I wasn't ready to die yet, my daughters 
needed me a lot more than you needed to add to your statistics, to prove that you were GOD and 
had ALL the answers and that if we didn't follow your cut, burn and poison treatment, that we had 
NO hope. Well as John Wayne should have said, "go to hell by yourself, I am not ready yet." 
 
Cervical cancer, remarkable results. dead flukeworms very noticeable in stool after zapping 
 
Ellyn Olson, angelsone@mediaone.net: I had been diagnosed with minor cervical cancer, and went 
through a hysterectomy. Since then, I have not been happy with the subsequent follow up provided 
by traditional doctors. I started following Dr. Clark's advice and have had remarkable results! The 
first time I used the Zapper, dead flukeworms were very noticeable in my stools! I had been 
extremely fatigued all of the time. Since zapping, my energy levels have increased 
DRAMATICALLY! I am able to start new projects with enthusiasm, and never feel tired! The only 
change in my life_style has been what I have been following in Dr. Clark's books! 
 
Cured of cancer because of Hulda Clark's book 
 
Karen Svihus, qailmail@concentric.net: My mom was cured of cancer, confirmed by her MD. She 
refused radiation, chemo and surgery. She did exactly what Hulda Clark describes in her books, 
with a maintenance program 2 times per week, and is cured. So, get burned, poisoned and cut up or 
follow Dr. Clark's program and get cured. 
 
Cured of Herpes, friend's breast cancer cured 
 
Von: Oskar Mar Thorvaldsson, design@oskar.net: I have personally been cured of herpes using Dr. 
Clark's method. Her methods are beyond doubt, and extreme effective cure for all types of ailments. 
A friend, Jesse Garcia, had breast cancer, and followed Dr. Clark's method and was CURED. It is 
beyond my understanding that educated people can give into pressures from "modern" medicine 
and pharmaceutical interest groups to hinder her research. Jessie Garcia, CA: I had breast cancer 4 
years ago and followed Dr. Clark's parasite cleanse and my cancer was totally gone in 7 months. 
 
DR. CLARK GAVE ME Second chance WITH CANCER after medical industry left me for dead. 
 
Internet, Atlanta, GA: Second chance after medical industry left me for dead. I was introduced to 
Hulda Clark's work by a friend of mine who was also in grave health. Not only was I able to 
resume a productive, normal life again, but had other perks. I was one of many women on Long 



Island, NY who had lumpy breasts, or fibrocytic type breasts. This is an epidemic pre-cancerous 
condition that is so common nowadays, they are calling it a breast type. Within three days of 
making Clark's suggested changes in my personal products, ALL lumps were GONE. During my 
next OB/GYN exam when my breasts were checked the doctor double checked my chart, then my 
breasts, then my chart , and like usual kept quiet to cover up what she saw as another doctor's 
misdiagnosis. Actually, it was just a cure. Breast cancer is optional., if you heed Clark's advice. 
Also, my skin tone improved to it's natural rosy color, so that a friend of the family mentioned that 
I had a sunburn. This had been my normal coloration before my health turned bad. My eye color as 
well became brighter and more distinctly green within one week of following Clark's suggestions. 
My bright hazel green eyes had become dark and almost completely brown before my health was 
restored. A number of people have asked if I was wearing colored contact lenses, and I have been 
confronted in that way when getting a new driver's license. My friend who shared the information 
she had learned about Clark's book never had the courage to just try to change, even though so 
much was at stake. Unfortunately, not all people have the courage to change or try something new 
or be open minded about that which is not endorsed by the AMA and other big-business profit 
machines. I've met few doctors who can even bother themselves with keeping up to date with the 
latest mainstream medical journals. It is a busy life-style they lead. Hulda Clark's suggestions will 
change your life if you have the guts to follow them - you will not necessarily have the support of 
your doctor, but you will once again have the good health you crave. 
 
Refused chemo 
 
Nellie Carter, Pastor: "They checked my breast, took blood test. Everything was normal. I refused 
chemo." 
 
Quite sure that my cancer is about gone! 
 
Diane Dailey MT:  Since March I've been using the zapper, the parasite program and have followed 
almost all in The Cure for All Cancers. I'm happy to tell you that I'm quite sure that my cancer is 
about gone! I have no pain and I feel wonderful. I'm 53 years old. I had ovarian cancer, surgery, 
and chemotherapy in 1996. My CA125 started going up in the fall of 1997. I have tried many 
different alternative treatments, and I now know that I've found the answer with the parasite 
program and the zapper (once I stepped it up to 3 times per day)  
 
Pretty worthwhile in comparison to Chemo, gallbladder operation or kidney stones 
 
Gayle Lozier, FL: "I am very thankful for Hulda's efforts and whenever I have someone whining to 
me that they don't want to give up their "romance" with particular products, I just mention that 
$150 to $250 worth of products dumped is pretty worthwhile in comparison to Chemo, a gall 
bladder operation or kidney stones, etc. Now, the liver cleanse really was over the top as far as a 
major health improvement! After 4 cleanses I divorced myself from approx. 1,600 stones, from the 
size of pencil erasers to my thumb! My energy level is off the roof. The Lugol's iodine travels with 
me now that I know the cause of gas, pain, and stomach upset. It is invaluable." 
 
Cancer in remission after treatment by Dr. Clark 
 
David Deutsch, Midlothian, VA: I know of Dr. Clark's good works through my own contact, as 
well as first hand experience of a good friend whose cancer went into remission after treatment at 
her facility. I urge the authorities to leave her unmolested to pursue her work that is highly 



respected by many open minded medical doctors, as well as many in the alternative medicine 
community. 
 
Cancer free today 
 
Derek Kuntz, dk@primenet.com, Strategic Technology Alliance: Three years ago I had a 
masectomy. At that time I began what Dr. Clark prescribes and I am cancer free today. I believe 
that God and the wisdom of Dr. Clark saved my life. Please do not take the opportunity to get better 
that I found with Dr. Clark away from others that need this research and help so badly. 
 
Cured breast cancer 
 
Alcides Echevarria, hombrearana@worldnet.att: I'm helping my friend with metastasized breast 
cancer which was discovered last year. Started taking Essaic tea and then stopped while following 
Dr. Clark's book. Doctors could not believe my friend was still working, they thought she should be 
in a hospital. She stopped seeing old_school, arrogant close_minded doctors to treat her cancer. 
Learned a huge amount from Dr. Clark's book, parasites, bacteria, viruses, zapping, toxins, liver 
cleanses, constipation cures. She would rather follow natural remedies than be exposed to chemo or 
radiation. (I too can cure a hang nail by cutting off an arm). 
 
Tumors gone after 3 weeks. Oncologist said another patient with leukemia also did parasite cleanse 
and also doing fine 
 
Carole Terry: I believe in Hulda Clark On October 8, 1998, at age 55, I was diagnosed with 
cutaneous T Cell sarcoma. I was given a few months to live. A bone marrow was done and a 
catscan was taken four days later, coincident with the commencement of chemotherapy. A week 
later, the results of the bone marrow and catscan indicated a more promising prognosis __ I could 
live another five years. Five months of chemotherapy ensued. At the end of the chemotherapy 
(February), my oncologist and I were pleased with the results. Chemo was done! He would see me 
again in three months. Unfortunately in mid April, the lymphoma returned. The largest tumor was 
removed but two more tumors grew. The doctors felt that neither chemo nor surgery would work so 
they decided to try radiation. 
 
In Canada, we have a waiting period to try radiation so it was booked for July. I was terrified of 
having radiation and decided to pursue Hulda Clark's book the Cure for All Cancers, which I had 
bought during my chemotherapy sessions. Commencing with the daily kidney cleanse tea, and then 
adding the parasite cleanse, I followed the regimen in her book. 
 
Three weeks later, the tumors were gone! On July 7, I met with the radiologist as it was a 
consultation only. He examined me and said, you don't need radiation, you look great. He also 
confirmed that radiation, as it is a 'spot' treatment, would not get all the cancer, only certain tumors. 
He was very interested in the cleanses I was taking and researched the ingredients while I was at 
the hospital. His conclusion was they were doing me no harm, in fact 'wormwood' is known in 
medical circles to kill tumors and advised he would render a report to my oncologist. The 
radiologist recommended a kidney test to ensure the cleanse was not toxic to my kidneys; however, 
he felt the dose was too minimal to be toxic. August 9, I saw my oncologist and after several blood 
and kidney tests, was told I did not need to see him again. I could expect to live a 'normal life 
expectancy was fine! We have jointly agreed to checkups every 3 months as a preventative 
measure. 
 



Interestingly, I showed him a bottle of the parasite cleanse and he said I was the second of his 
patients to show him the cleanse, the other patient had leukemia, and was doing as well as I. I 
returned from two weeks, touring, hiking and exploring the Canadian Rockies. I feel great, thanks 
to Hulda Clark. I realize that testimonials can be 'a dime a dozen' but having being diagnosed with 
what we all dread, Cancer, I decided early in my diagnosis that I had to take control of my healing 
and exhaust all opportunities _ dying was never on my agenda. What did I have to lose, nothing and 
I had my life to gain. My two daughters thought I was crazy to do the cleanse but support it 
wholeheartedly now. There are many of us taking the cleanse and doing well, some who have 
refused all conventional medical treatment (chemotherapy and radiation). I think I owe my life to 
Hulda Clark's parasite cleanse. Should you wish to confirm any information with me, you have my 
E_MAIL address, my home address is 2138 Greenway Terrace, Burlington, Ontario, Canada L7M 
4K9. My home Phone Number is 905 331_6598 
 
By following Dr. Clark's book survived from Stage III breast cancer 
 
Virginia(tandv@pacifier.com): I am a cancer survivor from Stage III breast cancer which is gone. 
Dr. Clark's book gave me a look at the parasite world that opened my eyes to many why's. After 
using the herbs and following instructions, I can say I got rid of something bad. My skin is clear 
and I'm no longer anemic. The Liver Cleanse got rid of many stones just as Dr. Clark said it would. 
I am one grateful person. Thank you Hulda R. Clark. 
 
Cancer disappeared. doctors looked in vain for the cancer for a long time 
 
Ronald P. Muka, Royal Oak, MI: My mother was diagnosed with breast cancer a few years ago. 
Being in her 80's she did not want to go through the pain and suffering of conventional treatments 
such as surgery and chemotherapy. Several of my friends, who had previously had cancer, 
recommended the cure in Hulda Regehr Clark's book, The Cure for all Cancers, because they had 
benefited from this cure. I convinced my mother to try the herbs. Although she never took the herbs 
for more than eight days at a time, the cancer disappeared. Her doctors looked in vain for the cancer 
for a long time. My mother had no other treatment for cancer than the herb treatment set out in the 
book. Thanks to Dr. Clark's cure, my mother is still alive and well. 
 
Had colon cancer and Dr. Clark saved her life. husband's bladder cancer was gone 
 
Harold & Maxine Brewer, Mossyrock, WA: Dr Clark saved my life. I had a colon cancer. The 
doctor wanted to take out a foot of my colon but a friend gave me Dr. Clark's information and I 
started on the parasite program. No surgery, and after examination no cancer was detected _ after 
two to three years I still take the remedy. My husband, Harold also had bladder cancer and went on 
the parasite program and there was no longer any cancer. We would never stop this program. 
 
Was HIV positive. Now, Miraculously, after one month all symptoms gone and leading normal life 
 
T. Prabhakar, B. Tech., India, taruguprabhakar @ rediffmail.com: I came across an Indian version 
of Dr. Clark's book HIV/AIDS cure two months back. I am an Electronics engineer. I learned 
homeopathy and treat poor people free of cost. I am treating a lady of 40 years age with HIV as 
advised by Dr. Clark. The zapper parasite killing program, worm treatment and other advises are 
followed. The treatment is being given to the patient since one month. Previously the patient was 
with continuous fever and diarrhea, not able to walk. Allopathic treatment failed totally in her case. 
Miraculously, after starting Dr. Clark's treatment within a week her fever gone, diarrhea stopped. 
After a month she is leading a normal life. Previously she was not even able to walk but now she 



runs and climbs the steps comfortably. She took back all the house work. Dr. Clark saved her and 
brought back happiness in their home. 
 
HIV count dropped from over 750,000 to around 7,000 in about two months 
 
(name withheld): How did my friend's seeming restoration of thymus gland occur? How did his 
incredible HIV count drop so fast? How has he managed to have sustained HIV count drop of over 
NINETY EIGHT PERCENT overall since his blood tests began over one year ago? How did he 
manage to have a near NINETY PERCENT drop in HIV count prior to taking any antiviral 
medication? I attribute those incredible things, the HIV drop, the probable restoration of his thymus 
gland, the apparent ongoing recovery of his autoimmune system, all to DR. HULDA REGHER 
CLARK'S PROTOCOL. I am SHOUTING for JOY! David, I was hoping you would provide a 
testimonial site at your website, so that I could tell the world of this recovery from advanced AIDS 
due to primarily to Dr. Clark's protocol. We also did all other excellent things to boost his immune 
system. His blood components which were "out_of_range," are now so close to being "normal" 
with continuing signs of improvements! Yet, some people do not want to know anything that goes 
against pharmaceutically_oriented/controlled medicine. We told a friend who has AIDS for over 
twelve years, and told him of HIV non_detectability and that his HIV count dropped from over 
750,000 (probably was one million!) to around 7,000 in about two months. Our friend hardly 
uttered one word, though he seemed totally astonished. 
 
Asthma entire life, now cured, off all drugs 
 
TOVDIANE@aol.com: I consider myself to be blessed to have come upon Dr. Clark's book, The 
Cure For All Diseases. I am 56, had Asthma all my life, taken high doses of steriods for long 
periods of time, lost so much work time and all that. I got a zapper and did the parasite program, 
and now I do not use the Asthma inhalers hardly at all anymore. I was also able to get off 
anti_depressants which I had been on for 10 years. I am no longer anxious and nervous all the time. 
I don't have panic attacks as I had for years. I sleep good at night. It is really a miracle to me. And 
more is that I know I am on the road to being a healthy person. I can look forward to not going to 
the doctor as often, and not taking prescription drugs. 
 
Don't have that fear anymore of dying of AIDS. will be negative soon 
 
Catherine, catlucent@aol.com: I am home after 6 week stay with the incredible Dr. Clark and her 
staff. I can see will be a great year. Everyday I am clearing up all this deadly matter in my body. 
Dr. Clark is a genius and never stops. Her energy, enthusiasm, love, and intelligence is amazing 
and contagious. She doesn't settle she will dig deep to find the problem for sure. The success of 
plate zapping is taking over. I am also using magnets daily. Colonies of parasites have been found 
and a lot in my brain. I am still waiting for blood test results to see the progress of the HIV status. 
After two weeks, the viral load went down from 25,000 to 16,000. This was done without meds 
folks! I don't know why anyone would want to put these deadly toxins from drugs in our bodies 
when we have so many to get rid of in the first place. It's because we are scared and don't know 
better. We don't want to die of AIDS. Well, I don't have that fear anymore. I think I will be 
negative soon. But, you must follow the protocol. The medication I had been taking for 2 years had 
dyes in them, so I had to get ones in Mexico. Why is the country killing us? I have too much dye. I 
really urge people with HIV to see Dr. Clark. How would you feel being free of a killer disease 
without the harm of side effects and toxins of meds, and clearing up any other ailments? But, it's 
not our fault. Benzene is all around us, PCB's are killing us and I am so scared of how many sick 
people there will be in the years to come. We have to work together somehow and wake up this 



country. Europe and even Mexico won't allow things like genetically altered items and deadly dyes 
in our meds and foods in their country. 
 
Dr. Clark's book and protocol IS A MUST FOR ANYONE WITH AIDS or HIV 
 
WASKOI@cs.com: Dr. Hulda Clark's protocol to eliminate HIV via restoration of the thymus 
gland, restore the immune system and stop AIDS. If you know anyone suffering from the ravages 
of HIV immune dysfunctions or AIDS or advanced AIDS condition, you will want to give them the 
gift of life via Dr. Clark's protocol described in her book. THIS IS A MUST READ FOR 
ANYONE WITH AIDS or HIV. Dr. Clark's sci_research revealed that fasciolopsis buskii (human 
intestinal fluke) and benzene is always causing obstruction in the thymus gland __ and that the 
remedy to cleanse the thymus can be quickly created by following Dr. Clark's Protocol, easy to do 
and easy to obtain. The quick results of greatly reducing HIV counts after this protocol will reveal 
the truth about how the thymus gland can be REACTIVATED! The thymus will begin replication 
after it is cleansed. You will be amazed at how quickly the immune system responds. You will 
want to purchase ALL of Dr. Clark's books and learn how to prevent and remove cancerous 
conditions and stop HIV replications! This is an established fact and hope my review is allowable 
for the reading public and all who may suffer from AIDS and HIV. 
 
Terminal prostate cancer, PSA was 85, now 3.4 and certified CANCER FREE by doctor 
 
Shirley K. Barnes, shirleybarnes@yahoo.com:  Is this America? How can uninformed lawmakers 
dare to take away our freedom to select an EFFECTIVE, uninvasive means of dealing with critical 
health problems. I was a party to the cure of my neighbor, Henry LeGuyder, of terminal prostate 
cancer. Under my guidance, he followed Dr. Hulda Clark's recommendations, and is now 
CANCER FREE __ certified by his doctor. His PSA, which was 85, is now 3.4, normal. His doctor, 
who had pronounced him terminal and said there was nothing more he could do for Henry, now 
says he has no cancer. Henry did nothing other than follow Dr. Clark's' recommendations (zapping, 
detoxifying, and herbs), taking vitamins and improving his diet. They are still thanking me for 
giving them the information that cured him. I am attaching his write_up of the incredible journey 
he made back to health with the help of Dr. Clark's book. Our world is blessed to have her offer us 
a cheap, effective means of curing illness. 
 
Rare cancer, tumor in small bowel and part of liver. now Catscan and other tests results were 
GREAT 
 
T. Miller, TEMY, Stargate@aol.com:  During surgery they discovered a parsanoid tumor in the 
small bowel and part of my liver. They removed all that they could see, and had it tested. My 
oncologist said this is a rare cancer form and grows very slowly and we should wait and test every 
3 months before starting any kind of treatment. I refused and did my own investigation and came 
across Dr. Clark's A Cure For All Cancers book. I started her program. I went for a Catscan and 
some other test and the results were GREAT. The only thing showing a little high was my urine 
test. I've been passing along all information to other people who have contacted me thru a 
carcanoid group that I am in. Tell Dr. Clark THANKS, and not to give in to the all powerful ACS, 
FDA, AMA, NCI. Thanks a million. 
 
Thanks to Dr. Clark and Renee Caisse (Essiac) I am cancer free 
 
Felice D. Swalla: I met with some of Dr. Clark's patients and was so moved and impressed that I 
introduced her work to the Lake Charles, LA area by way of two_day seminars. They were a great 



success and helped many people. Since then I have become an herbalist and am working on a Ph.D. 
and ND. So inadvertently, Dr. Clark changed my life. In March I was diagnosed with cancer. 
Thanks to Dr. Clark and Renee Caisse (Essiac) I am cancer free and no radiation. I continue to help 
people and planning to do another seminar featuring Dr. Clark's books. 
 
Father-in-law CURED TERMINAL PROSTATE CANCER in 20 days, friend CURED 
TERMINAL BRAIN CANCER in 30 days 
 
Shirley Gillett: Cancer cure. For anyone who has cancer of any type, please go to this page for help 
http://www.drclark.net. I know positively that Dr. Clark's formula works. My father_in_law was 
CURED of TERMINAL PROSTATE CANCER in 20 days. A 28 year old friend was CURED of 
TERMINAL BRAIN CANCER in less than 30 days. You must take the right herbs and you must 
take them right in order. 
 
Tumors in uterus and brain gone, large cavitation in tooth healed. It's a miracle, said dentist 
 
Eva Bladh, Rurik Bladh, rurik.bladh@swipnet: My tumors in the uterus and little brain had gone 
and also the cavitation in the tooth was healed. "It's a miracle" said the dentist. Such big cavitation 
on two centimeter can't heal that quickly. But it has. Even though there is no bone produced yet it's 
on its way. I do not even have to drill out anything infected and I will leave it with the cut without 
putting in any antibiotics. I was very happy, since he told me before he might drill out the infected 
cavitation 20_25 times. That's normally what he has done to others, and mine was the biggest he 
ever seen. My husband had healed his malignant cancer in the liver and the lungs, but now she 
could see there were some in the colon and prostate, and therefore we will need some more.. 
 
Dr., Clark obliterates modern medical "science" as we know it. I HAD LIVER CANCER AND 
CURED MYSELF 
 
Bozeman, MT: I have so much to say about Dr. Clark's book. To sum up the best part __ it saved 
my life (at 20!). It is about survival in a mixed_up, fabricated world. It points out poisons that are 
obvious, but considered the norm. It is about purity and how to strive to stay healthy, really healthy. 
How to get rid of your kidney stones and gallstones with recipes instead of surgery. I had liver 
cancer and cured myself after a long, drawn out experience with MD's. This is for people who are 
willing to change their life for the better and go all the way to health. 
 
   
   
 
  
  Prostate cancer doing much better 
 
Natalia Winn:  Dr. Clark, my father, 70 years, was diagnosed with prostate cancer in Jan. '99. I told 
him about your therapy and gave him your book. Luckily my father is health conscious and decided 
to give it a try. It is now several months later and he's doing much better.  
 
Colon cancer, doctors said only a few months. After Clark therapy Surviving two years later 
 
Helen F. Gallagher:  Several years ago my mother was operated on for colon cancer. The doctors 
had to remove everything, the cancer had spread so badly. She had to undergo radiation and chemo 
for over a year. She was very ill. For almost two years she seemed to be a little better. The cancer 



came back, and there was nothing they could do. They told me she had only a few months left. We 
put her on Dr. Clark's herbal remedy and she has survived for over two years after they gave her 
only a few months. I only wish we knew about this before she was operated on and the cancer 
spread so drastically.  
 
Dr. Clark's Research Assoc., Switzerland 
 
David P. Amreim, Switzerland, President, Dr. Clark's Research Assoc.:  Dr. Clark has long since 
solved the malignancy riddle and easily stops cancer. Her current work is how to facilitate 
shrinking tumors and strengthen patient's immunity. She sees only terminal patients given up by 
their doctors and it is literally amazing. 
 
In 1996, David asked Dr. Clark how could he know her therapy was true. Her answer: "Talk to my 
patients." David visited her clinic. 
 
A prostate cancer patient's PSA dropped from 8 to 3.8. 
 
Another told of the amazement of his doctor as he was cancer free. 
 
Another described a liver cleanse eliminating hundreds of gallstones. 
 
A woman from Finland whose face was deformed by cancer said her growths were shrinking and 
her pain gone. 
 
A man with Parkinson's disease, to the amazement of everyone, was no longer shaking. David's 
further investigation convinced him of Dr. Clark's truths and he founded the Dr. Clark Research 
Assoc. 
 
David Amreim: "For the past year I have worked closely with therapists using Dr. Clark's therapy 
and hear of results almost daily. Here are just a few of the most recent. 
 
A friend was HIV positive, and after the Clark therapy was retested HIV negative. Her doctor, in 
disbelief, said something must be wrong with the test because it just can't be. 
 
Fred Vogeli, therapist, Switzerland, did the Clark therapy with a leukemia patient given one week. 
Months later, she is home and well. 
 
A boy with diabetes since he was four, after only 10 days on the Clark therapy, had normal blood 
sugar for the first time in years. 
 
Uschi Ausfelder, therapist, Germany, had a patient with a large cancerous lung tumor who was 
scheduled for surgery to remove the lung. After 10 days on the Clark therapy, all symptoms were 
gone and surgery was cancelled. 
 
A therapist in Munich had another HIV positive case turn HIV negative on the Clark therapy. He 
does not want it promoted as he fears being harassed by the establishment. 
 
Yet, it has become an open secret among therapists that it is possible to become HIV negative with 
the Clark therapy. 
 



A woman wrote about her mother who no longer has diabetes. 
 
Two people attended a lecture I gave, one with prostate cancer, the other with diabetes, and both 
were cured by the Clark therapy. 
 
Alan Baklayan, therapist, Munich, treated a boy with diabetes taking 30 units of insulin a day. After 
two months on the Clark therapy, he is down to 2 units. 
 
Dr. Clark has long since solved the malignancy riddle and easily stops cancer. Her current work is 
how to facilitate shrinking tumors and strengthen the patient's immunity. She sees only terminal 
patients given up by their doctors and is doing an amazing job." 
 
Without Dr. Clark's therapy for my cancer there was no other hope for me 
 
Margit Rademann, Germany:  I am thankful to Dr. Clark for the great contribution she made in the 
fight against cancer and chronic diseases. There was no other hope for me. I request Dr. Clark's 
immediate release so she can continue her valuable work in the service of mankind.  
 
I know Dr. Clark has helped untold numbers whose lives threatened by cancer 
 
Paul Rekstad, CO:  I know Dr. Clark has helped untold numbers of people whose lives have been 
threatened by cancer. Prosecuting her for saving lives and providing humankind with a safe, 
non_invasive treatment for one of mankind's worst diseases is, in my judgement, intolerable. 
 
 
Dr. Clark helped countless cancer patients written off as hopeless by physicians. 
 
Lois Rekstad, WI.:  It is essential to keep treatment options open and not be held hostage by the 
traditional, drug oriented medicine with more than its share of fraud, imperfection and 
incompetence. Dr. Clark is a Humanitarian in every sense of the meaning. Paul &  
 
Dr. Clark's therapy cured AIDS positive man 
 
Orlando Mijares, Mexico:  I can tell you that one of our cases agreed to go public with his 
testimonial. He was a bank executive and was fired due to the fact that his test came out positive for 
AIDS. Thanks to Dr. Clark's formulas this man is completely healthy now. And he was cured in 
less than 9 months.  
 
We in Mexico have helped Several People to be Cured from AIDS with Clark therapy 
 
Joaquin Senderos:  My name is Joaquin Senderos and I am a partner of Orlando Mijares. We in 
Mexico have helped several people get cured from AIDS with Dr. Clark's book, zapper and 
recommendations. We pray to God that this injustice be reversed promptly so we can count on her 
freedom to help people.  
 
Ovarian cancer, doctors said nothing could be done to prevent getting cancer again. Now enjoying 
good health 
 
This is to all those who are interested in how I am able to enjoy such good health at 65 years! I zap! 
And give credit to my parents for good genes and to Dr. Clark's book The Cure for all Diseases. 



Three years ago my daughter introduced us to Dr. Clark's book. After surviving ovarian cancer, her 
doctors told her there was nothing she could do to prevent getting cancer again. She made a 
decision and took full responsibility for her health. Her research led her to Dr. Clark's book and 
Zapper. Witnessing the change in her physically and her bounteous enthusiasm we all got the book 
and experimented. 
 
Doctor says: suppression of life saving information that Dr. Clark shares is an abomination to our 
constitution and God 
 
Dr. Roberta Linton:  The suppression of the life saving information that Dr. Clark shares with the 
public is an abomination to our constitution and our God. I watched my mother die from the 
Medical Professions treatment of cancer and the more damage it does to the human body until it 
finally kills you. My husband was diagnosed with cancer and decided to go the natural way and is 
still alive today. Dr. Clark's information allows the human body to build its natural immune system 
so the body can fight the disease, not tear the body's immune system so the disease can take over 
the body as does the medical way of "treating" Cancer.  
 
After Clark therapy breast lump disappeared and clear of cancer. nurses amazed and couldn't 
believe it 
 
Dee Suiter:  I am 78, had breast cancer surgery that left me with an ugly hole. The surgeon 
recommended removing my breast. I heard about Dr. Clark and decided to try. Soon my incision 
began to heal, my lump was softer, and each day I improved so much the nurses were amazed and 
couldn't believe it. 'This is not supposed to happen but whatever you are doing keep it up!' Within 
10 weeks my incision had completely healed, my breast lump had disappeared. I am clear of 
cancer, have my breast and feel great.  
 
Our company hears from people throughout the world that Dr. Clark's therapy has eradicated their 
cancer, HIV and other diseases. 
 
Clearwater Herbs:  Our company began with the prime purpose of supplying pure products 
according to Hulda Clark. We hear all sorts of good stories all the time from all over the world that 
Dr. Clark's therapy worked. Dr. Clark has a track record of eradicating cancer, HIV and other 
serious diseases. 
 
After Clark therapy no sign of throat cancer or bone marrow cancer. doctors wanted to know what 
she had done. 
 
Arden McConnell:  A classmate couldn't attend our reunion because she had throat cancer. I 
suggested Dr. Clark's book to her. The next year, she said her doctors wanted to know what she had 
done for herself since she had no sign of throat cancer or bone marrow cancer (she hadn't told us 
about that). I asked if she was still taking the herbs. "I'm afraid to get off of them," she replied, "I'll 
stay on them forever to keep well" She thanked me for saving her life by telling her about Dr. 
Clark's book.  
 
Had cancer five years ago, refused surgery, followed Dr. Clark and now alive and well 
 
Mary Sue Richardson:  Five years ago I was diagnosed with cancer and advised I needed radical 
surgery to save my life. I followed Hulda Clark's book and credit this to beginning my journey back 
to good health. I never had surgery, am alive, well, and happier than I've ever been.  



 
Prostate cancer, after clark therapy PSA went from 11.3 to 0.1 
 
Jack D. Woods: Diagnosed with prostate cancer; PSA at 11.3. After the Clark therapy his PSA was 
0.1. "I am very thankful to Dr. Clark for being cured of cancer." 
 
Cancer, There was no other hope for me than Dr. Clark 
 
Margit Rademann Germany:  I am thankful for the great contribution Dr. Clark made in the fight 
against cancer and chronic diseases. There was no other hope for me. I request therefore Dr. Clark's 
immediate release so she can continue her valuable work in the service of mankind.  
 
Healed of inoperable cancer tumors, healed from Multiple Myeloma 
 
Elizabeth Gregory:  A friend told me of the success of her nephew being healed of inoperable 
cancer tumors using the Clark herbs and Zapper. I feel her program, enhanced by other modalities, 
have gotten me 95% healed from Multiple Myeloma.  
 
Dr. Clark Clinic in England: outstanding results with serious or terminal cancer patients 
 
Christine Doyle, Clinical nutritionist, UK: "Dr. Clark, I want to update you on the progress we have 
made. The Bristol Cancer Center, a very prestigious organization, asked if they could test the 
effectiveness of your therapy by sending four cancer patients, all very serious, and one terminal 
cancer with only one month to live. The results have been astounding. They have done so well the 
Bristol Center asked if they can send more patients. My own patients are doing extremely well. My 
pride and joy is a lady in her sixties with pancreatic cancer, originally given only a few months to 
live, but one year later appears to be very healthy. So many people pass on their thanks. We 
constantly marvel at what we learn from your research." 
 
A woman with acute leukemia was given one week to live. Christine Doyle was asked to 
administer the Clark therapy. Her doctors were stunned as she did more than survive, but nine 
months later is alive, perfectly well, with normal blood tests. 
 
Completely Cured of lung cancer after Clark therapy, and friend Cured of breast cancer 
 
Paul Smith:  I am a success story of Dr. Clark. When I came to Austria to marry I was loaded with 
lung cancer. Now that I have killed the ascaridines I am completely free of cancer. A naturopathic 
practitioner in Vienna used the probe and kinesiology testing to isolate the cause and we used a 
commercial mixture of the recommended Clark herbs to cure my cancer in 7 days. My wife has a 
dear friend who is an operatic soprano in Vienna who was cured of breast cancer by the same 
practitioner.  
 
Doctor from Ecuador: Boy with Ewing's sarcoma and tumors offered no hope. 24 hours on Clark 
protocol, off morphine, off pain killers, in two weeks back to normal activities 
 
R. B., DO, Quito, Ecuador: "I came to Ecuador, where there is freedom to treat as you see fit. One 
amazing case is a five_year_old boy with Ewing's sarcoma with tumors in his armpit and chest 
wall. He was operated on and given maximum doses of chemo and radiation. Finally, he was sent 
back to Ecuador to die. He arrived in my office with a catheter in one of the veins of his heart, 
where his mother injected morphine for his intense pain. I started him on the herbal therapy of Dr. 



Hulda Clark. It is hard to believe, but he was off morphine and oral pain killers within 24 hours. 
His appetite returned, and within two weeks he returned to normal activities. His tumors are 
regressing and blood levels returned to normal. Saving one life was worth the misery I endured." 
 
Would not BE alive today if not for dr. clark. witnessed cancer patients get better just by following 
Dr. Clark's therapy 
 
John Doyle, England:  Dr. Clark, 71, is a prospective Nobel Prize winner for her humanitarian 
work, especially for cancer victims and AIDS patients. She has world renown fame, in fact, here in 
the UK I have many testimonials to her therapies effectiveness. I have personally witnessed cancer 
patients get better just by following information freely given in her books. Many people here in the 
UK have benefited from her therapy. Dr. Clark's book showed me the way to restore my health and 
that is what happened. Many victims have said that to me that orthodox treatment for cancer is 
worse than the disease itself.  
 
Bone cancer, Clark therapy Dramatically helped 86 year old. Breast cancer, doctors wanted to 
know what was done to speed up recovery 
 
Amy Dahlquist MN:  We have lost much faith in the present medical profession and suspect 
insurance and pharmaceuticals of corruption and exploitation of the lowest caliber making 
enormous profits off the sick and helpless. The herbal formula by Dr. Clark dramatically helped my 
86 year old mother who had bone cancer. It was so dramatic, the hospice people said we won't be 
having any need for them and wanted to know what I was giving my mother who had greatly 
improved right before their eyes. I am eternally grateful. A young friend was stricken with breast 
cancer. She chose both the "traditional chemo and radiation" along with Dr. Clark's formula. Her 
quick recovery was astounding to her physicians. They wanted to know what she had done on her 
own to speed up such a recovery. 
 
The only reason there is not a universal cure for cancer today is because too many people are 
making too much money on the conventional, ineffective methods used by the hospitals and 
doctors including radiation and chemotherapy.  
 
It's a sad day when you have to leave "the land of the free" if you want to live 
 
I am sick and tired of orthodoxy, quackbusters and the like "protecting" us with their medical 
terrorism. The Medical Mafia and their thugs (obvious puppets of the AMA, FDA, EIS, CDC and 
the like) who are no more than the whores of the Pharmaceutical Industry make me sick. It's a sad 
day for medicine when you have to leave "the land of the free" if you want to live. James Scott 
 
Declined chemo, radiation, surgery. followed Dr. Clark's book.  In 3 months PSA went from 24 to 
zero. oncologist amazed 
 
Robert Neyman CA:  I am 84 years old and am in good health. About two years ago my doctor 
informed me that my PSA reading was at 24 and climbing. He told me that I must go to see an 
oncologist, which I did. The oncologist told me that I undoubtedly had contracted cancer and had 
three choices: chemotherapy, radiation treatment, or surgery. Having heard of Hulda Clark, I 
declined all of these choices and bought her book instead, and followed the instructions in this book 
rigorously. Within three months my PSA reading had been reduced to zero and I have had no 
further problems. My oncologist was amazed.  
 



Dr. Clark's method WORKS. No longer scared to death of getting cancer 
 
Mary Jo Holman Garascia, Co:  Dr. Clark uses natural methods, with no drugs or harsh chemicals 
and I can say that, for me, her method WORKS! Thanks to her research and methods, I am no 
longer scared to death of contracting cancer and I have a much better understanding of my own 
body's workings, and what healing really means. I should think those who call themselves healers 
would be willing to find out exactly what Dr. Clark is doing and assist her research, rather than 
arrest her on trumped_up charges. If the aim of the AMA is to help and heal suffering humanity, 
they would do well to aid people like Dr. Clark, who qualify as do few others to wear the name of 
healer. Whoever is behind this travesty should be ashamed.  
 
Two weeks after Clark parasite program malignant melanoma on leg cured. declined surgery 
 
Five years ago a brown spot appeared on my leg. It then grew larger and later had some red in it. 
The doctor took a biopsy, told me it was malignant melanoma, and said "if you don't have it cut out 
right away, you will lose your leg or your life." For one year I didn't do anything, and it did get 
worse. I read Dr. Clark's The Cure for All Cancers. Immediately I made all the changes suggested. 
Within two weeks after starting the parasite program the red spot on my leg was gone. It had been 
there for a year and a half. And the brown has been gradually fading. 
 
Given 5% chance to live. wouldn't be alive without Dr. Clark's books, her bible 
 
D.P. Wright:  I wouldn't still live without Dr. Clark's books. They are my 'bible.' I'm an advanced 
case; had a 5% chance to live, but today I have a real chance to become well. I want to give the 
knowledge to other ill people. Everything Dr. Clark writes is 100% in accordance with the real 
illness. If you are interested in a unique story to become healthy and if it helps you, I give you my 
story. Very unique and a testimony that Dr. Clark's work has saved my life and can save the life of 
many ill.  
 
After 3 weeks breast lump disappeared with Clark protocol 
 
Michele Timmermans, New Zealand:  Thanks to Dr. Clark, I also got rid of a nonmalignant breast 
lump. After reading in her book that those lumps are often due to toxic metal deposits and often 
turn into a cancerous tumor at a later stage, I decided to take some chelating amino acids (one pill 
of L_cysteine and one pill of L_histine everyday). After 3 weeks, as I had to visit my doctor, I 
checked myself, and couldn't detect anything. My doctor checked also_twice, and to her great 
surprise, that lump had disappeared. This after only three weeks. We have not had major health 
problems otherwise, but I am very grateful to Dr. Clark. I do not have to suffer from colds or flus 
anymore, and unlike many people, I know I do not have to live in fear of cancer or diseases. I have 
also seen many people getting much better by just doing her parasite treatment and following her 
guidelines. Dr. Clark should be honored and praised for what she has done for humankind.  
 
Witnessed cancer vistims given up as hopeless at Dr. Clark's clinic. Now many alive and healing 
 
Jalien Shandler:  I have been suffering for years from mercury and pesticide poisoning. Dr. Clark's 
research and procedures have saved my life. I have been practicing them for years and feel better 
and better. Heavy metal poisoning is not something one recovers from overnight. It takes years and 
years, and it is the methods of Dr. Clark that have allowed me to make continued positive progress. 
I had no where else to turn. Physicians have not yet made the connection between mercury in the 
teeth and the symptoms it causes in the body, even though many countries in the world are now 



outlawing mercury filings. The people I saw who had gone to her clinic were primarily skeletons 
with no hair, turned away as being hopeless by the medical profession, after chemotherapy and 
radiation. Maybe not all of them made it; but I personally know of many who are still alive and 
healing.  
 
After diagnosed with cutaneous T_cell Lymphoma owes life to clark therapy, expects normal life 
expectancy 
 
Carole Terry:  I was diagnosed with cutaneous T Cell Lymphoma. I could live another 5 years. Five 
months of chemo ensued. Unfortunately in mid April, the lymphoma returned. Aug. 9, I saw my 
oncologist and after several blood and kidney tests, was told I did not need to see him again. I could 
expect to live a 'normal life expectancy.' I was fine! Many of us take the cleanse and are doing well, 
have refused all conventional chemo and radiation. I think I owe my life to Hulda Clark's parasite 
cleanse.  
 
Stomach cancer gone after few weeks. doctors amazed. cervical cancer for years now gone and 
tumor shrunk 
 
J. Yvon:  My father developed stomach cancer. I followed Dr. Clark's program and just a couple 
weeks later the cancer was gone. The doctors were amazed! I also know a lady who had developed 
cervical cancer and had it for years. I told her to try Dr. Clark's method and see what would happen. 
A few weeks later the cancer was no longer there and the tumor also shrunk.  
 
Dr. Clark Saved life. malignant thyroid cancer disappeared 
 
I'm writing this to verify that Dr. Clark saved my life. I came to her for help in Dec.1997, after 
suffering from malignant thyroid cancer. The cancer was returning, and my system was weak from 
years of antibiotics. Not only did Dr. Clark and her methods cause my cancerous condition to 
disappear, it also has never returned. I follow Dr. Clark's program to the letter and am in better 
health now than I've ever been at anytime in my life. Dr. Clark is badly needed by thousands, her 
methods are safe and natural. She saved my life, and has saved many others. 
 
Still alive after having AIDS 
 
Mark Embler:  I have AIDS and without alternative medicines I would long since be dead. I was 
told that I would be dead in 6 months in 1991, but through non conventional treatments I am still 
alive after eleven pneumonia.  
 
Dr. Clark is reason I am alive and doing well after Breast cancer 
 
Am very happy to have this opportunity to write, and to let you know that your book A Cure For 
All Cancers, is the reason I am alive and doing well today. Ran into that book quite by accident, 
just after having been informed that I, in fact had breast cancer, and decided to give it a try, since I 
had absolutely nothing to lose! Not only did I see the parasites on the fifth day of treatment___what 
a sensation it was to feel the critters writhing around in protest!___but I also had about 30 years 
worth of gall stones to get out. I had, for years, been seeking a way to do that, being totally 
frustrated with the medical establishment informing me the only treatment was removal of my gall 
bladder. Cannot tell you how happy I was to actually meet those stones after so many years. And, 
after a year and a half of periodic cleansing, my chronic shoulder/arm aching left. 
 



German doctor: Dr. Clark solves the most threatening disease of mankind, cancer 
 
Wolfgang Roesner, M.D. Germany:  Hulda Clark leads a clinic in Mexico helping people with 
chronic diseases of different kinds by application of innovative methods. Her success witnessed by 
many people indicate that she is doing important work for the whole mankind in her clinic. She 
seems to be on the way to solving one of the most threatening diseases of man, cancer.  
 
Cancer shrunk to almost nothing 
 
Paul Bilcliffe:  In an attempt to save my 25 year old daughters life, she is presently on the parasite 
cleansing program after 7 week radiation treatment. She was also being treated by a frequency 
generator after the machine built by R. Rife. The cancer has shrunk to almost nothing and we are 
awaiting final clearance from the oncologist. Our daughter is becoming her old self again and will 
be continuing with the various cleanses recommended in Dr. Clark's book. I often wonder what 
would happen if a loved one of so called bureaucrats was diagnosed with a terminal illness. Which 
route would they take if they see the kind of pain and suffering a loved one endures.  
 
People actually heal their own cancer and other diseases using Dr. Clark's method 
 
Jamie Larson:  The only reason the government has gone after Dr. Clark is because her experiments 
and methods actually work. People actually heal their own cancer and other diseases using her 
methods. Poor government, one more person survives cancer and the government, insurance, 
pharmaceutical and doctor industry do not get the money from it. I am so disillusioned right now. I 
know this works and have repeatedly used the Zapper I built myself. We have no terrible diseases, 
we just keep the regular colds and flue and childhood stuff taken care of. My husband has had great 
results using the Zapper for gum disease and problems.  
 
Two friends got cured from cancer with Dr. Clark's protocol 
 
Claudio Paccoret:  I have used Dr. Clark's books to help me and my family with tremendous 
results. I didn't know anything about toxic dentistry, parasites, and many poisons in my home 
environment. After having mercury removed, and cleaning our home, as well as zapping parasites, 
we are all in much better health than ever. I had several hospitalizations over the years (can be 
verified with hospital records). The doctors couldn't find out what was wrong. After using Dr. 
Clark's plan, I am completely well and have not had any hospitalizations. I pass it along to 
everybody I know. I have two friends that got cured from cancer thanks to Dr. Clark's treatment.  
 
Black melanoma spread to the lymph nodes. Without Dr. Clark would never have made it. now 
cured and trains therapists in Clark method 
 
Dagmar Ward's:   history of cancer dates back 10 years, black melanoma, which spread to the 
lymph nodes. She rejected chemo, though given only 3 months to live. Dr. Clark's therapy saved 
her life and she made a commitment to work with cancer patients in Germany. "I am a therapist and 
for two years now I have practiced as a research consultant for degenerative diseases according to 
Dr. Clark. I have gained much experience and knowledge, mostly through my own healing process 
of a very serious cancer and consult with hundreds of patients with cancer, HIV and other diseases. 
I train medical and naturopathic doctors in Dr. Clark's techniques. I am extremely grateful to Dr. 
Clark, without whom I'd never have made it." 
 



Daughter Miraculously healed of maladies by following Dr. Clark's cleanses after giving up on 
doctors 
 
Janet & Ken Goodrich:  Our daughter was miraculously healed of her maladies, many severe, 
simply by following Dr. Clark's cleanses. She was only 29 years and had given up on getting help 
from the medical community. If it weren't for Dr. Clark, our daughter would not be such a 
productive member of society. In fact, she would probably be a burden on society because she 
would eventually have filed for disability. Today she is a professional who will continue to 
contribute much to society for many years to come __ thanks to Dr. Clark's programs.  
 
We in Sweden suggest Dr. Clark be awarded the Nobel Prize for identifying causes and cures of 
disease 
 
Bertil Wosk, Patrik Bladh, Petter Bladh:  We are many people here in Sweden that have taken part 
of Dr. Hulda Clark's research in medicine. Dr. Clark is a true pioneer in the field of medicine. In 
her research she has both identified many causes for diseases as well as their cures. We have 
suggested that she be awarded the Nobel Prize here in Sweden for her pioneering work.  
 
Shrunk tumor in ovary completely with clark therapy. doctors only offered surgery 
 
Gloria A. Hajek, Orlando, FL: This is in regard to my experience with Dr. Clark's Therapy sixteen 
months ago. A tumor was found on my left ovary. My doctor wanted to operate and as he stated, 
"remove everything." Removing everything seemed out of the question to me. I received two other 
opinions from conventional doctors and they suggested the same thing. None could tell me why I 
had developed the tumor, they just wanted to operate. None could assure me that I wouldn't develop 
another tumor. I started following Dr. Clark's therapy less than a year ago and have shrunk my 
tumor completely. I am in the best of health and feel wonderful everyday. There is an alternative to 
surgery and thank goodness that we have a choice, and thank God for Dr. Clark and her dedication 
towards helping others help themselves. There is an alternative and Dr.Clark's methods work. 
 
Bladder cancer total recovery in two months. now three years later. 
 
Kahanah Farnsworth: The parasite program combined with supervised use of the Zapper saved my 
friend Wilfred Sealdwell's life. Three years ago doctors found cancer in his bladder and he utilized 
Dr Clark's methods. Wilfred took the herbs, zapped regularly and experienced a total recovery in 
about two months time. 
 
Breast cancer and skin cancer cured with clark therapy 
 
Terrie L. Porras, Alternative Health Associates, TX:  I am an ND, Master Herbalist and Iridologist. 
I have been doing parasite testing and treatment for two years now with phenomenal results. I keep 
A Cure for All Cancers and Diseases in stock for my patients. I had Uterine cancer at 23 and not 
knowing any better, had a complete hysterectomy. I started learning about natural health at 33 and 
have never looked back. I am now going on 43. Two years ago I had skin cancer on my head. I 
treated it with the parasite regimen as well as 35% hydrogen peroxide. Cancer gone in about 6_8 
weeks. I was then diagnosed with a cancerous tumor in the breast. Now it was time to see how I 
would react. Would I do what I've encouraged my patients to do or would I go the medical route? 
Well, I definitely knew I did not want chemo or radiation, but didn't want to wait a long time and 
have it metastasize. I got back on the parasite herbs, black walnut, cloves, wormwood, made sure 
the bowel was open, took pycnogenol and Essiac Tea. I also took Shark Cartilage and Una De 



Gato. I used the Zapper almost every day. I just wasn't sure how I could keep seeing patients with 
this "thing" growing out of my chest. I was rechecked in 5 months and it was gone. I even went to a 
Chinese Doctor that does Thermography which will detect the slightest amount of cancer cells. She 
found none. Thank you for all you do to help people and save lives. 
 
Cancerous tumors all disappeared, organs healed on Clark therapy 
 
Martha S: I was suffering with several cancerous tumors, one behind the eye, one under my armpit 
(large), and in the liver (size of a cantaloupe). I was suffering from loss of blood. All my organs 
were in a bad way. I was scheduled for surgery. I began the Clark parasite cleanse. My organs 
healed up, the swelling and oversize has shrunk, and the tumors have all disappeared except one 
small one still in my groin. I am 5'8", over 200 lbs. Now all that fat and fluid is gone. I am back to 
work. Dr. Clark is an angel. My husband and I regard it our mission in life to let everyone know 
about this remedy. We distribute her books in volume (several cases to date). My doctors explain 
this as a spontaneous remission. 
 
cancer survivor after oncologist said nothing could be done to prevent cancer from taking life 
 
Donna Davidson, Eden Prairie, MN: Without a doubt Dr. Clark has found that disease, in whatever 
degree, is something that we can learn about and have a hand in our own cure. I am a cancer 
survivor. After two surgeries and chemo my oncologist told me there was not a thing that I could 
do to prevent cancer from taking my life and that I would die of cancer sooner or later. I stumbled 
across Hulda Clark's book and something in it made me feel as though I could have a fighting 
chance. I began to learn and soon felt so much better. Things that did not have anything to do with 
cancer, (keeping the cancer at bay will be a bonus) have spent years now not getting the flu, colds, 
having clear skin, not having back pain and healing (cuts) so fast and not getting infections in those 
cuts. Every day things that all people contend with. The fear of dying, of not being around to see 
my son grow up drove me to look for other avenues. Refusing to give up, looking for answers and 
being willing to look for anything to prolong my life was worth looking into. The conventional 
ideas of chemotherapy is new, less than 25 years ago it was experimental. The idea of filling your 
body with poison to kill off the disease is quite bizarre if you look at it, and it makes you so sick. 
Put in the time as we have done in taking hold and responsibility of our own health and you will 
find the truth about Hulda Clark. 
 
Doctors said 6 months with advanced metastatic prostate cancer. With Clark therapy alive five 
years later 
 
Wayne and Zondra Myers, IN:  Dr. Clark, a friend used your herbs following diagnosis of 
advanced metastatic prostate cancer. It has been well over 5 years ago. He did have a bilateral 
orchectomy. He did not take chemo. His markers were down so low at one point that the doctor told 
him to keep doing what ever it was that he was doing. At the time of diagnosis he was given less 
than 6 months to live. He has worked and been productive during this time. His health has not been 
perfect but certainly better than what his medical doctor predicted. 
 
Prostate tumor gone, cancer that had spread all over in remission. doctor cancelled chemo for 
woman with leukemia 
 
Bruce D. Howell, Ritzville, WA: I was diagnosed with a tumor in my prostate. I was in remission, 
but still had the tumor. I saw Dr. Clark and followed her directions at home and within a couple of 
months was rid of the tumor. That was six years ago. Of additional interest is a woman who had 



cancer in more than one area and was given six months to live. She was taking chemo once a week 
and started Dr. Clark's procedure and was pronounced to be in remission within a couple of months. 
The last situation is an older woman I know who had leukemia and was to start chemo in Nov. 
1999. She started Dr. Clark's program a few weeks in advance. Instead of starting chemo, the 
physician told her to continue what she was doing and come for her next checkup in March. 
 
Cured herpes and friend cured breast CANCER using Clark method 
 
I have personally been cured of herpes by using Dr. Clark's methods. Her methods are beyond 
doubt extremely reliable and an effective cure for all types of ailments. A friend of mine had breast 
cancer, see enclosed letter, and she followed Dr. Clark's methods in her book Cure for All Cancers 
and was CURED. It is beyond my understanding that educated people can give in to pressures from 
"modern" medicine and pharmaceutical interest groups and hinder her research, let alone arrest this 
greatest researcher of our times. 
 
Dr. Clark has taken a huge weight off human race by removing scare of cancer, HIV, other 
"incurables" 
 
Patti Caron, Clearwater FL: My grandmother died of breast cancer, my great aunt survived breast 
cancer. This should be reason to be overly concerned that I may contract it as well, but it's not. 
Why? Because I have read enough of Dr. Clark's works to be aware. Dr. Clark has taken the scare 
out of cancer, HIV and other "incurables." In doing that alone, she has taken a huge weight off the 
human race. In placing into the hands of common man the cures for these diseases, she has made 
us, as a group, just that much stronger and self_determined. I understand this scares some. That's 
too bad, being as they have bodies, too, might one day contract the disease they are funded to 
perpetuate, and could be in dire need of Dr. Clark's help. My earnest thanks to this very special 
human being. 
 
Met many people at Dr. Clark's clinic given death sentence by medical profession that were 
becoming well 
 
Julie Gardner: For years my health had declined until at age 47 I was so weak and ill that I trembled 
as I moved through each day, so totally exhausted that I could hardly function. As I made the 
rounds of physicians and specialists, submitting to countless tests, not one doctor could tell me 
anything. "We can't find anything wrong with you." The light began to dawn that medical science 
had many gaps in it, many holes in the trainings of its doctors. I heard about Dr. Clark. Slowly I 
began to change my eating habits, killing parasites and had all my mercury fillings and root canals 
taken out. I proceeded to clear out many toxic products, eat more organic, whole, unprocessed 
foods. Four and a half years later I am stronger than I've ever been, full of energy, no longer 
suffering from anxiety, and life is so good because of the things I learned from her and other 
alternative practitioners. I even flew to Mexico and visited her, and I met many people who were 
given a death sentence by the medical profession, yet were becoming well by following her 
practices. When medical science FINALLY starts to listen and adopt some of these marvelous, 
simple principles of natural healing that we'll all stand aghast as we survey the years of 
narrow_mindedness and greed which drove the "establishment" to hound and persecute good, 
sound skilled people on the cutting edge of some of the greatest breakthroughs in the healing of the 
human body. Can this really be happening in American? 
 



In a health food store, I see a book, "The Cure For All Cancers." I start taking the wormwood, 
cloves, black walnut and used the Zapper. I did the 14 day program. I take another PSA in the end 
of October and it's 15.8. 
 
AS A RESULT OF DR. CLARK'S PROGRAM, SIX MONTHS AGO I HAD A PSA OF 0.2, 
AND A CEA TEST RESULT OF 2.0. ONE MONTH AGO MY PSA WAS 0.1 AND MY CEA 
WAS 2.3. I DO NOT FEEL THAT I WILL DIE OF CANCER, NEXT YEAR OR SEVERAL 
YEARS OR EVER. 
 
I am now more concerned about being in a car accident, then I am about dying of cancer. I still 
maintain the weekly maintenance treatment. I am a firm believer in all of Dr. Clark's suggestions 
and treatments. It is a travesty to accuse her treatments of anything other than a benefit to cure 
cancer and other diseases caused by parasites, toxins and pollutants. 
 
The AMA and the drug manufacturers are so fearful, that some day, the public will see that there is 
a CURE for cancer and other diseases, and that they can't make a buck off of us anymore. God 
forbid that the people become educated and think for themselves. Besides where will all of the 
research grant money, that's been flushed down to tubes for all these years, go now? 
 
How would the AMA, FDA, and DRUG companies be able to buy new cars, boats, airplanes, and 
what would we do with all hospitals, clinics, funeral homes? 
 
Just think of the economic impact on the health industry? How would we survive the influx of all 
doctors and government employees of the FDA and AMA in the unemployment line. God help us! 
Let's not only burn Dr. Clark, but all of her books and all of the other free thinking people and their 
books too. We can't let the medical profession search for anything new to work on, they have spent 
so much of our money, and surely need more, everyday they ask for more. So Burn baby Burn, the 
AMA is GOD! I can give you more names of people that alternative medicine, like Dr. Clark's has 
CURED, NOT TREATED. So PLEASE in the NAME of GOD, fight the AMA, FDA, DRUG 
companies and our OWN GOVERNMENT (that is supposed to be looking out for the people 
instead of the interest groups, but the DOLLAR is powerful). God bless all who will listen! 
 
Cervical cancer, refused hysterectomy, after Dr. Clark's therapy had a clear pap smear 
 
huntington@worldnet: I have seen this work! My mother was diagnosed with cervical cancer. The 
doctors wanted to perform a hysterectomy but she refused and followed recommendations in Dr. 
Clark's book. Six months later she had a clear pap smear. It is important to know that the program 
requires a dramatic life_style change. If I were to have a cancer, I'd follow this before I would let 
anyone start lopping off body parts or further poisoning me with radiation or chemotherapy. 
 
Inflammatory breast cancer. After surgery, no dead tumor cells found. doctor said it did not follow 
any logic and didn't know what to make of it 
 
rogersayub@aol.com: I am writing for a friend who told me: I was diagnosed with inflammatory 
breast cancer with not too much hope. After my first chemo I followed Dr. Clark's advice, and 
really felt that it worked. I did not believe I had cancer any longer. I asked my Oncologist for 
another test or biopsy. He was adamant and said I don't know what quack book your reading, but 
you have dead tumor cells and you need surgery. He explained that with inflammatory breast 
cancer, if one cell remains it would spread and no treatment would be available. At this point, I 
would have taken any chances but my family was hysterical, so I resigned myself to have surgery 



(masectomy). After surgery, the pathology test were done several times because they could not find 
any dead tumor cells. One doctor said that this did not follow any logic and didn't know what to 
make of it. 
 
Doctors couldn't believe progress of tumor pressing on brain 
 
Albie, Australia: I used the 3 herbs on myself and my mother who had a benign brain tumor 
pressing on the part of her brain that is used for memory recall (short term). It was also growing. I 
gave her the herbs as well and her memory didn't deteriorate and actually got better as we 
progressed with the herbs and tincture. The doctors couldn't believe her progress. Her blood 
pressure dropped and she was feeling very well. I am not a doctor but know my mother well and 
know when things work on her. I had eczema which I rid with the same herbs and bad breath. Also 
a friend who was suffering the pre stages of colon cancer and was on heavy chemo and drugs. I 
gave him the herbs, etc. and within a week his doctor said he couldn't understand what happened. 
My friend didn't want to say "Oh, 3 little herbs cured me" to the doctors __ they would laugh at 
him. He thanked me implicitly over and over for pointing him in the right direction. 
 
Lump in breast gone in two weeks 
 
Debbie McNees, KY: I found a lump in my breast approx. 5 months ago. Unfortunately, I rarely go 
to the doctor for anything. I believe that most things can be healed herbally, if we have the proper 
knowledge. A month ago my father was diagnosed with Stage 4 cancer. My father being the skeptic 
that he is decided to follow the "normal" methods of cancer treatments, chemo and radiation. I 
decided I would try the Clark parasite cleansing program and started on it about 2 weeks ago. I 
pretty much forgot about my lump being concerned about my father. Then, one night I was doing 
my breast self_examination. As I was feeling around for the lump, I suddenly realized there wasn't 
one. It was completely gone. My project is to convince my father that this is the hope that he has 
been searching for. Thank you Dr. Clark for not being afraid to share the TRUTH about cancer 
with the world. 
 
Dr. Clark alerted me that my desperate health condition was related to dental work. Symptoms of 
Mercury Poisoning are too numerous. 
 
The Cure For All Diseases has made an enormous difference in my life, specifically my health, 
which was deteriorating rapidly. About three years ago, I experienced many symptoms: pain, 
swollen joints, confusion, weakness, a general debility. My left hip became so lame I could not 
climb stairs, could barely hobble. Dr. Clark's book came as answer to prayers. 
 
I began following all her instructions, herbal, zap, kidney cleanse which helped my bladder which 
was a problem the urologist could not help. Next the Dental Clean Up. I had gone to a holistic 
dentist to have my amalgam fillings removed and replaced. Dr. Clark alerted me that my desperate 
health condition was related to dental restoration! Searching, I discovered one dentist with the 
competence to handle Dr. Clark's Dental Clean Up. He immediately removed upper and lower 
fillings after the Hair Test for Mercury revealed I had dangerous amounts of amalgam, lead, 
mercury, silver, aluminum, cadmium and other metals. The DMSA 24 Hr. Urine Mercury reported 
the same as the Hair Test. My Mercury Count was 33, (desired range being 0_3). Some symptoms 
of Mercury Poisoning are: decreased senses of touch, hearing, vision, taste, fatigue, lack of physical 
endurance, numbness and paresthesias, hypertension, irritability, immune suppression, renal 
dysfunction and failure, tremors and incoordination. I have experienced all the above symptoms. 
Only with my first of Mercury Detox Treatments could I begin to feel my toes again, so numb were 



they, which had made me very clumsy walking. I have much dental work yet: 4 root canal 
extractions, numerous cavitations (infection in jawbone canals), replacement of fillings. I have had 
over 15 Chelation Treatments, some EDTA, some minerals and vitamins and I have taken orally 28 
DMSA capsules, 500 Mgs. I started the treatments in September and received the eighth Mercury 
Detox Treatment January 14 and the next Urine_Mercury 24_Hr. Test January 17. Besides the 
time, my costs will be over 3 times the $8,000 paid for the dental restoration. Is this fair treatment 
for an unsuspecting American citizen? I know Sweden and other countries have handled the 
amalgam problem. We need Legislation! I have no words to express my esteem and gratitude to Dr. 
Clark for her great gifts to humanity. I know her as a saint and scientific genius, an untiring worker 
for all mankind. I know that I owe her my life. I bless the day she came into the world! 
 
Highly suspicious lump completely gone, and no trace for 2 years 
 
Pamela Smith, Creston, CA: I read Dr. Clark's A Cure for All Diseases because a friend had been 
diagnosed with cancer. Also, my mammogram showed a highly suspicious growth. My doctor 
recommended an immediate biopsy, but I decided to give Dr. Clark's protocol a try first. Within 3 
weeks, the lump was completely gone, and there has been no trace for 2 years. I have changed my 
life, and my health, and will continue Dr. Clark's maintenance protocol for the rest of my life. We 
make our own soaps, lotions, and shampoos, and use many of Dr. Clark's recipes since she had 
supplied alternatives to everyday products. Dr. Clark is a true humanitarian who has given us a 
common sense approach to cleaning up our lives and our world. We have a responsibility to pass 
that information on to others, including future generations. Why continue to support research for 
cures when the answers are simple? We all need stand up and fight for our lives and the lives of 
future generations and Dr. Clark has shown us how. 
 
  
 
  
  Breast cancer, rejected chemo and surgery. Followed Dr. Clark therapy and clinical lab verifies no 
sign of malignancy or abnormality 
 
I was diagnosed with breast cancer in 1995 and was advised by my oncologist to have the usual 
treatment of chemo and surgery. Instead, I found Dr. Clark's book and followed the instructions 
therein. I received a certified letter from my M.D. George D. Cave, taking himself off my case ( not 
wanting to be connected to my death due to my decision not to have surgery) dated June 15, 1995. I 
have a letter from Scripps South Bay Imaging Center in Chula Vista, Ca. dated 04/16/ 98 to my 
M.D. Luis Perez, 790 Otay Lakes Rd. saying that there is no sign of malignancy or abnormality. 
This data can be verified from medical records. 
 
Dr. Clark saved my life and helped 2 others diagnosed with cancer 
 
Mary Ellen Johnson: I just wanted to add that Dr. Hulda Clark saved my life. I was very ill, read 
her books and put myself on the parasite program e.g. herbs and zapping, amalgam removal. I now 
have a life again. I have helped at least 2 other persons who were diagnosed with cancer. They too 
are alive and well. I am anxiously awaiting arrival of the new book. 
 
Met people whose cancer tumors were reduced or disappeared. saw before and after x-rays of large 
tumors and then reduced tumors 
 



Susan Ambrosius, Linda Rohrs, Port Townsend, WA: We have benefited by following Dr. Clark's 
health care instruction and applaud her trail-blazing efforts to help sufferers regain their health. 
When we visited her clinic in Tijuana, Mexico we met people who had their cancer tumors reduced 
and in some cases disappear with her professional guidance. We saw actual X-ray films of the large 
tumors and the reduced tumors of some of her patients who excitedly showed us their progress. At 
her clinic we were cautioned that Dr. Clark was not a medical doctor nor licensed physician but a 
naturopath. 
 
Restoring health naturally is the medicine of choice by most Americans and will only grow 
exponentially in the years to come. And Dr. Hulda Clark has been one of many naturopathic 
physicians who have devoted their lives to reducing suffering and disease. 
 
Witnessed three cures by following Dr. Clark's book. Breast cancer cured, prostate cancer cured, 
terminal lymphoma cured 
 
I am a witness to Hulda Clark's Gift to Humanity. In 1997, my grandfather was diagnosed with 
lymphoma. Less than six months later, he died from complications with chemo. Disillusioned, I did 
intensive research on alternative treatments for cancer. Dr. Clark's The Cure for All Cancers was a 
revolutionary book. I have passed the book on to friends diagnosed with cancer. 
 
1) A previous landlady in her 30's had malignant breast cancers. After three weeks on Dr. Clark's 
program, she returned to her doctors cancer_free. The doctors insisted on surgery, and were 
surprised to find them all benign. 
 
2) Same for my husband's grandfather who was diagnosed with prostate cancer. Grampy, who was 
in his 80's followed the program and returned to his doctors with no trace of cancer on his body. 
 
3) An office mate in her 20's was diagnosed with lymphoma. She believed, as did everyone, she 
was terminally ill. As a last effort she followed Dr. Clark's program. Same thing happened, she 
returned to her doctors cancer_free. That was a year ago. She is now completely healed and has 
even given birth to a baby girl this year! I continue to recommend this book, as do the rest of my 
family who have seen it work. A true gift, not just for cancer, but also for the healthy. Dr. Clark has 
set me free! 
 
Answered phones and letters for Dr. Clark daily. hundreds upon hundreds singing her praises and 
that Dr. Clark saved their life or a loved one 
 
Charisma J Lockhart: I have had the enlightening experience of working for Dr. Clark as a 
customer service representative. On a daily basis, I answered phones calls and opened letters full of 
praise about Dr. Clark, her books, and her therapies. After speaking with hundreds upon hundreds 
of extremely satisfied customers singing her praises, interjected only by a blessed few complaints, I 
became a wholehearted believer. There are many people in this world who truly feel they owe their 
life, or the life of a loved one, to Dr. Clark and her studies and that is something few medical 
professionals these days can profess. Dr. Clark is a devoted and tireless crusader for the Betterment 
of Life. She asks for nothing, lives on even less, and happily trudges onward through every up and 
down hurdle towards the greater goal of health. She freely teaches her therapies and publishes her 
findings nearly as soon as she discovers them. The best statement of support I can give is that my 
fears about "Terminal Illnesses" are snubbed out by the knowledge that Dr. Clark and her 
colleagues are around to help. 
 



Never got rid of cancer until Dr. Clark's book. results from the AMA'S test before & after 
 
John P. Wilson: For the last 25 years I have been using many alternative therapies (raw foods, 
fasting, colon cleansing, etc.) to combat cancer and arthritis. Though they helped I never got rid of 
cancer until I followed Dr. Clark's book. I followed it to the letter. I have results from the AMA'S 
test before and after. Today I am completely. Praise God and thank you Dr Clark. 
 
Stomach cancer gone, doctors amazed; had cervical cancer for years that disappeared in few weeks 
 
J. Yvon: my father developed a stomach cancer. I followed Dr Clark's program and a couple of 
weeks later the cancer was gone. The doctors were amazed. I also knew a lady who had developed 
a cervical cancer that she had for years. I told her to try Dr Clark's method and a couple of weeks 
later the cancer had disappeared and the tumor had also shrunk. 
 
Dr. Clark's therapy cured lung cancer in a very short time 
 
David C. Spencer Sr., North Braddock, PA: I was informed that I had prostate cancer. I used Dr. 
Clark's therapy and my PSA was a long way past the danger point, and doctors were amazed that 
the cancer had been contained in the gland for such a long time. Radio Active Implants were 
injected to kill the tumor. I believe that Dr. Clark's therapy prevented the cancer from spreading 
throughout my body. The reason I refused the doctors to operate for so long is that my brother was 
previously informed that he had lung cancer and had him scheduled for an operation to remove one 
of his lungs because he could not raise his left arm as he was in much pain. He used Dr. Clark's 
therapy and his cancer was cured in a very short time. And he had recovered enough to take a full 
time Job. 
 
I was one of the lucky ones who read Dr. Clark's "The Cure for all Cancers" 
 
W.M.K Ford: Dr. Clark's book has helped me tremendously. She is a magnificent, self_sacrificing 
woman. I was one of the lucky ones who read The Cure for all Cancers. I had cancer but it has been 
two months longer than the doctors said I would live. My last cat scan shows that it has not 
progressed and will eventually regress with my life_style changes and more treatments. 
 
I had breast cancer and 30 years of gallstones. Had I followed the usual route as a lot of people that 
I cared about do, I would have been long gone by now 
 
To Hulda Clark, I am very happy to have this opportunity to let you know that your book, A Cure 
For All Cancers, is the reason I am alive and doing well today. I had been informed that I had 
breast cancer; and decided to give it a try, since I had absolutely nothing to lose. Not only did I 
meet the parasites on the fifth day, what a sensation it was feel the critters writhing around in 
protest. I also had about 30 years worth of gallstones to get out. I had for years been seeking a way 
to do that being totally frustrated with the medical establishment that informed me the only 
treatment was removal of my gallbladder. Cannot tell you how happy I was to actually meet those 
stones after so many years. And, after a year and a half of periodic cleanings, my chronic 
shoulder/arm aching left. I am still working on the gallstone problem __ want them all out! I am 
unable to find a dentist who will remove the toxic metal from my mouth, but I have learned to 
listen to my body and know what is going on so I am able to keep things in check. We made and 
use the Zapper and what a wonderful thing. I have used it on my pets and saved their lives in an 
hour! Have used it on my family for quite a variety of reasons. You have given me a far greater 
understanding of how our bodies work, that enables me to know what to do in response. I cannot 



thank you enough. Had I followed the usual route, as a lot of people I care very much about do, I 
would have been long gone by now! 
 
Father-in-law, 86, diagnosed with terminal prostate cancer. In 20 days PSA returned to normal, no 
sign of cancer. If not for Dr. Clark 10 year old son would not be here today 
 
JT: I wanted to thank Dr. Clark for all the lives she has saved, including my father-in-law, who at 
86 was diagnosed with "terminal" prostate cancer. In 20 days his PSA had returned to normal and 
there were no signs of cancer. I know at least two dozen people that I told about this and all are 
doing well. I have a web site on the internet, and I visit the heath chat rooms. In the last two 
months, I have probably sent at least 100 people to your web site and will continue to do so as long 
as people have cancer. Dr. Clark is a wonderful woman. Myself, sister and mother all came to 
Nashville to see her. We all had health problems of different kinds. If it hadn't been for her my now 
10 year old son Garrett would not be here today. I had miscarried a baby before Garrett and none of 
the medical doctors could figure out why. But Dr Clark figured out that I was low in progesterone. I 
then started getting progesterone shots throughout my pregnancy and had a healthy baby boy. 
 
PSA went from 85 to 0.1 six months later and no longer has prostate cancer 
 
In the '60s my father had prostate cancer, the doctors operated, strapped a bag to him, and for the 
next five years I watched him die. A man of 160 lbs. down to 80 lbs., five more operations, 52 
radiation treatments. Lots of pain and suffering. It tore the heart out of my mother and me to see 
him dying and "believing" the doctors were doing ALL and everything that modern medicine had. 
A year later my mother had breast cancer, and she too did what the doctors said. She lived 2 years 
and died. My wife in '84 found out she had breast cancer. I felt that cancer was the death word 
again. She had one breast removed, radiation, and waited for five years to pass the so called safe 
zone. In the 6th year the cancer came back, so much for the safe zone. In the '90s she has had 
several operations, radiation and chemo (cut, burn, and poison). She still feels that the doctors 
know best. 
 
In October '98 I found out that I had prostate cancer. PSA started upward 65.8, 75.6 and 85 in Nov. 
Two doctors told me NOTHING about the way they treat prostate cancer has changed in the last 50 
years. THIS IS ABOUT THE ONLY THING THAT I AGREED ON, THAT THEY HADN'T 
DONE A DAMN THING TO CURE CANCER, even with all of the billions of dollars. Both 
doctors gave me TWO (2) years to live. I had been taking saw palmetto with zinc and selenium 
before going to the doctor the first time and noticed the swelling would go down and that urination 
was easier. I asked the doctors if they thought this was good? ANSWER: THAT'S ALL A BUNCH 
OF B.S. AND QUACKERY! Again I put "trust" in the doctors, but this time I was "cautious," 
however I did agree to testacies removal, but was determined not to go through any radiation or 
chemo. 
 
A week later, I guess GOD guided me to Dr. Clark's' book, A Cure For All Cancer. I bought the 3 
herbs and +Zapper. In 14 days my PSA was 15.8, 30 days later is was 0.2 and 6 months later it was 
0.1. I did not only rely on the PSA, I did thorough independent blood lab Health Check, several 
CEA and a full blood work up. I do not have cancer anywhere, any more! 
 
I believe in Dr. Clark's treatment. Most of all I believe in taking hold of yourself, reading all that is 
out there regarding Alternative Treatments, and most of all I am convinced that the AMA, FDA, 
CANCER TREATMENT CENTERS, HOSPITALS AND THE DRUG INDUSTRIES DO NOT 
WANT CANCER CURED. 



 
The reason is MONEY. What would they do if people didn't have cancer? I have talked with a 
dozen or more people who have come to me with less cancer and several with more cancer than 
mine, and they too have taken the 3 herbs and used the Zapper. they too have no more cancer! 
Larry had three tumors on the out side of his stomach, a spot on his lung, colon cancer and 
pancreatic cancer. With the zapper, the 3 parasite herbs, juice therapy, colonic irrigation and C-herb 
patches, he is TOTALLY cured after 6 months of treatment. The doctors told him they couldn't do 
anything for him and 54 months was his time. It makes me so mad to see the so called medical 
community asking for more money for research, yet still practicing the same old (cut, burn and 
poison) treatment, and debunking any other treatment as B.S. And the worst is that so many of us, 
my wife included, still have faith in them and in what they say. 
 
I know there are very good and dedicated doctors out there, the problem is in their training (the 
medical schools are controlled by the AMA). 
 
IF YOU HAVE CANCER, ANY KIND OF CANCER, READ ALL YOU CAN ABOUT 
ALTERNATIVE TREATMENTS. I DID AND I BELIEVE THAT I WILL NOT DIE FROM 
CANCER. 
 
Nephew successfully healed of inoperable cancer tumors using clark herbs and Zapper 
 
Elizabeth A. Gregory, R.N., C.O.H.N. (Semi Ret): Ruth Harvey in Noxon, MT told me of the 
success of her nephew being healed of inoperable cancer tumors using the three parasite herbs and 
Zapper. She thinks the world and all of Dr. Clark. I feel her program, enhanced by other modalities, 
have gotten me 95% healed from Multiple Myeloma. I was never able to get the metal removed 
from my teeth, and getting over multiple fractures to the Lumbar Spine plus severe ospeoperossis 
(in part due to M.M.). 
 
Dr. Clark's crime is that she cured cancer. cured my mother of major BRAIN TUMOR, friends with 
COLON CANCER, SEIZURES, severe skin disorders, the list goes on and on 
 
Albi, amz@bluedog.apana.org:  I read Dr Hulda Regehr Clark's. I have applied her simple practice 
and have cured my mother of a major BRAIN TUMOR, cured a friend who had COLON 
CANCER, cured SEIZURES, another with servere skin disorders __ the list goes on and on. I am 
from Australia and am amazed at how the medical profession persists in making billions of dollars 
off the backs of ordinary people's health world wide. There has to be an end to this carnage. Dr. 
Clark is the most wonderful person for standing out from the ordinary leaches that prey on the 
innocent. It's glaringly obvious to free thinking people where the source of this prosecution is 
coming from. Her crime is she cured cancer and the opulent medical profession and their partners 
in crime the tobacco company moguls are not going to get away with this. We the people of this 
world community will fight for justice and truth. Dr Clark is honest and brave to have stepped out 
of her safe environment to help people with awful disease. I just hope you of your family don't ever 
get cancer, then maybe you will find yourself calling on her services. 
 
Clark therapy cured mother, 76, of cancer 
 
Karen Svihus: Dear Hulda, we appreciate all your work. My mother, 76, used your program and 
was cured of cancer, she has been on the maintenance program for 14 months. She has now been 
diagnosed with spinal spindalosis, the spinal has grown and is now pinching the spinal cord. Is it 
possible to bring my mom to your clinic to get healed. She is in the hospital now because of the 



intense pain every time she moves. If I could get her down there is there a hospital she could be 
cared for while we worked with you? 
 
3 year survivor of colorectal cancer due to Hulda ClarK 
 
Paul Kabasinskas Graff:  Why are so many other countries accepting Clark's protocol with open 
arms yet this "land of the free" is persecuting and suppressing this alternative health care? Please 
look into this! Surely with your education and exposure you see that the medical society only works 
on symptoms not on cures. Why are medical doctors allowed to promise success with surgery, 
radiation and chemo with their very poor rate of success? My husband at 71 is a 3 year survivor of 
colorectal cancer due to Hulda Clark. Do you realize the hope and success and improved health this 
gracious lady has bestowed on many?  
 
Liver tumor stopped growing, liver value is better than ever 
 
Timo Parviainen Riihijarvenkatu, FINLAND: My acquaintance had VERY BAD liver cancer, big 
growth in liver and many metastesis in different places. Now about 3 months and growing has 
STOPPED and liver value is better than ever!!! GREAT! I thought to try someone well known in 
Finland who has cancer. It is good opportunity to make this device known in here Fmland. 
 
Flew to Dr. Clark's clinic in Mexico. Met many given death sentence by doctors, yet were 
becoming well 
 
Julie Gardner:  For years my health had declined until at age 47 I was so weak and ill that I 
trembled as I moved through each day, so totally exhausted that I could hardly function. As I made 
the rounds of physicians and specialists, submitting to countless tests, searching for a diagnosis and 
then a solution to my problems, I discovered that not one doctor could tell me anything about my 
condition. We can't find anything wrong with you or our tests show nothing to indicate what the 
problem is. Slowly the light began to dawn medical science had many gaps in it many holes in the 
training of its doctors. So I began to understand that if things were going to improve with me that I 
needed to look elsewhere. I started to study and read and seek out alternative methods of healing, 
and it was at this time that I heard about Dr. Hulda Clark and began reading her books. 
Immediately I was impressed with the soundness of her teachings it just made sense and sounded 
right. Slowly I began to change my eating habits, started killing parasites and had all my mercury 
fillings and root canals taken out. I proceeded to clear my home of as much of the toxic products I 
could and started to eat more organic and whole, unprocessed foods. Now, 4 1/2 years later I am 
stronger than I've ever been, full of energy, no longer suffering from anxiety life is so good because 
of the things I learned from her and from other alternative practitioners. I even flew to Mexico and 
visited her, and while there I met many people who were given a death sentence by the medical 
profession and yet were becoming well by following her practices 
 
Liver cancer, after clark therapy no SIGN of cancer in her body 
 
Hank Karels tells of a friend with liver cancer scheduled for surgery, chemo and radiation, but 
declined. After Dr. Clark's therapy another specialist redid her tests. "She was told they could find 
no evidence of cancer in her body." 
 
Couldn't believe how fast she got better from cancer 
 



Taverne:  I am a 36 years old Italian woman and I live in Switzerland. Since about 3 years I had 
cancer. 2 of my friends died from cancer in the last 12 months. I discovered the book of Dr. Clark 
only about 2 months ago. I made the cure described, all with natural products, and I am healthy 
now I could not believe how fast I got better. I wished I knew this cure sooner: my friends would 
still live.  
 
Told me to bring dad home and bury him. AFTER CLARK THERAPY he Now deep sea fishes 
 
Jake Jakobik:  Four years ago my father was at Walter Reed and they told me to bring him home 
and bury him. Two throat radiations and three operations didn't help! They watched him "die" for 
10 months. He zapped the whole time. Now he deep sea fishes!  
 
Dr. Clark's work is known worldwide. Her books have helped hundreds of thousands of people find 
solutions to their health challenges; these solutions have contributed to restoring these enlightened 
people to optimal function. Carol Adler 
 
Was told nothing else could be done with Stage III Interductal Carcinoma 7 years ago. found dr. 
Clark's book, followed simple instructions and still alive seven years later 
 
Virginia M. Beckman, WA: I was diagnosed with Stage III Interductal Carcinoma seven years ago. 
I underwent surgery (masectomy), chemo and started radiation but was too burned to continue my 
treatment. I was told there was nothing else that could be done for me. I went home and began to 
pray. I found the book by Hulda Clark and followed the simple instructions. As a result I am still 
alive today! In fact on the 5th day of taking the herbs I had my physician take a blood sample and 
found that I was no longer anemic as I had been for the past 18 years. I have continued to do the 
things that Dr. Clark says to get rid of parasites. What she says happens, it happened to me. I 
passed many worms! When I did the liver cleanse many of the pea green bile covered stones came 
out painlessly. 
 
After the clark parasite cleanse, A mass half the size of fist was gone 
 
Lynne Hoverson:   I am a woman, 56 years old, owner of my own company and mother of three 
grown children. Several years ago I began to have a swelling in my abdomen just above the pubic 
bone. Over one year it grew slowly and persistently, slow enough that I did not go to a doctor, yet 
persistently enough that I had to accept the fact that it was really there. My lower abdomen was 
definitely not flat there when I lay down, and I couldn't push it down. At that time I did Dr. Clark's 
parasite cleanse. I did not do it for the above cause at all. As I said, I had accepted the condition. 
Just before the last days of the cleanse I awoke one morning and stretched and felt my abdomen. At 
the point just above my pubic bone, it was suddenly hollow! A mass about half the size of my fist 
was gone. I never wanted to know whether it was a tumor or a parasite infestation or what_I was 
simply happy it was gone. It has never come back.  
 
Had lumpectomy for breast cancer Jan. 1994. no to masectomy, chemo, radiation. used zapper for a 
year, no recurrence of cancer, feels fine 
 
Edna E. Roeh:  I had a lumpectomy for breast cancer January 1994 I chose not to have a 
masectomy, chemotherapy or radiation. I got Dr. Hulda Clark's book "A cure for all Diseases," also 
her "zapper" to kill parasites that all people with cancer have. My husband, who had pancreatic 
cancer in 1985 used flagyl (kills parasites) for 6 weeks, was free of pain in 4 1/2 weeks, gained 15 
pounds, enjoyed travel & lived 6 months pain free. I used her "zapper" for over a year, have had no 



recurrence of cancer, feel fine. Her method is inexpensive, painless, can see & get results in a short 
period of time.  
 
Six months after finishing dental work mammogram showed all fibrotic cycsts gone 
 
I'll try to briefly tell you that your treatments have helped me in a big way. Since about 1970 I have 
been diagnosed with fibrotic cyst in my breasts. I had all my dental work changed from metal 
fillings to plastic fillings, costing about $1,000.00. It was well worth it, I had a mammogram taken 
about six months after finishing my dental work and all my fibrotic cycsts were gone. I do parasite 
treatment every week and many of the other suggestions in your books such as make my own soap, 
wash my clothes with borax, etc. Keep up the good work and put all doctors and hospitals on the 
prevention of disease rather than promoting it. 
 
Used Clark therapy for Pancreatic Cancer. NOW FINE AFTER medical science had given up on 
her 
 
I'd like to offer you the testimony of our elderly neighbor who was diagnosed with Pancreatic 
Cancer, and medical science had given up on her. Her flesh had an orange color to it. Late last year 
she acquired your book, Cure for All Cancers, bought the herbs called for in the book and took 
them faithfully. In a month her color was back to normal and her waistline decreased three inches. 
With great energy, this eighty four year old great grandmother, who lives alone, resumed her 
household duties, cooking and baking for her large extended family. 
 
Would not be alive today if not for Dr. Clark.  She is prospective Nobel Prize winner for cancer and 
Aids 
 
John Doyle, England: Dr. Clark is a prospective Nobel Prize winner for her humanitarian work 
especially for cancer victims and Aids patients. She has world renown fame, in fact here in the UK 
I have many testimonials to her therapies effectiveness. I personally do not believe and neither do 
my friends and family, that I would be alive today if it were not for her. I have personally witnessed 
cancer patients get better just by following information freely given in her books. She is not 
interested in accumulating great wealth from her discoveries but just helping mankind with 
terminal and tragic illnesses. The orthodox cancer route does not seem to be getting far. Dr. Clark's 
work is well documented with case studies to back up the numerous testimonials of success. In her 
books she says the following: 
 
"The medical profession overlooks information on prevention, it tries to make self-help and simple 
treatments illegal. Besides the moral issue there is a practical one. It would benefit society much 
more if the sick person were quickly rescued and helped back to productivity. A healthy society 
benefits each of us immensely. Likewise a sick society injures us immensely even when it is half a 
planet away. With this book I hope to give away as many secrets as I can about the cause and cures 
of all cancers, letting the truth come first and "Professional concerns" come last. The human species 
can no longer afford to make a business out of illness. This book is intended as a gift to humanity. I 
make a plea to the medical community not to suppress this information but to disperse it regardless 
of embarrassment or liability from the simplicity and newness of the cure, provided only that it 
meets your standard of truth." 
 
Dr Clark's book showed me the way to restore my health with no charge to me or the many people 
here in the UK who have benefited from her therapy. It is time for her fellow man to help her. Her 
research has been taken up by medical doctors and alternative therapists alike all over the world, 



and Clinics have been set up due to the response of word of mouth referrals from overjoyed 
patients. There is no way either Dr. Clark or her work will be stopped now, regardless of the 
outcome of this case. This genuinely humble lady who works 12 hours a day, 6 and 1/2 days a 
week really does deserve our support and backing, and those opposing her should be brought to 
shame for imprisoning her for saving lives. Who knows which one of us may get the dreaded news 
that we have cancer. Many victims have said to me that orthodox treatment for cancer is worse than 
the disease. However, the treatment Dr Clark advocates is not horrendous, is easy to administer at 
home and does no harm. If you want testimonials this can be arranged. Please give this plea your 
urgent attention. Your cousins across the sea in the United kingdom. 
 
Friend's cancer in remission after treatment at Dr. Clark clinic. her work highly respected by open-
minded medical doctors. 
 
I know of Dr. Clark's good works through my own contact with her writings, as well as firsthand 
experience of a good friend whose cancer went into remission after treatment at her facility. Her 
work is highly respected by many open minded medical doctors, as well as many in the alternative 
medicine community. David Deutsch, VA 
 
A dozen people told me Dr. Clark saved their life 
 
Internet, Dana Sherel, CA: "A dozen people told me Dr. Clark has saved their life. I worked for a 
bookstore that sold Dr. Clark's books, and they are the only books people call back repeatedly to 
order for their friends and loved ones because their life or that of someone they know was saved by 
using her program." 
 
Dr. Clark helped many cure degenerative disease throughout world 
 
Nutritional Therapist in Chesire, England: I am a registered Nutritional Therapist in Chesire, 
England. After reading Dr. Clark's book, I have used the Zapper to help many of my clients, 
notably to eliminate parasites. One whole family was infected with scabies, after being 
misdiagnosed by the family Doctor as having eczema. When the correct diagnosis was made, the 
infection had become intolerable. They used the zapper daily for a week, with herbs and followed 
up with a liver cleanse, and have been free of the scabies mite since that time. Several of my clients 
come to me for advice and help because they are aware of having intestinal parasites that 
medication from their Doctor had failed to eradicate. The zapper, together with herbal and dietary 
advice has been invaluable. One of my clients was due to have surgery for gallstones. In the eight 
weeks prior to her booked operation, she used the zapper, and performed three liver cleanses. The 
result was that her Consultant congratulated her on eliminating gallstones without surgery. Dr. 
Clark devoted so much of her life to research into health and has helped many people to cure 
degenerative disease throughout the world. Sheri Dixon, England 
 
Small breast tumors benign 
 
Audrey Pollock had biopsies for small breast tumors on 3 occasions. She did the Clark therapy and 
each time it was benign. Her doctor said it was highly unusual, as he expected cancer. 
 
Skin cancer gone 
 
Mary and Bill, NC: "It's four weeks since we started Dr. Clark's program and we're seeing results. 
Bill's skin cancer is on his forehead, and it's getting smaller. Folks are commenting: 'You're getting 



better.' Yes, he's getting better. The cancer on his back has started to shrink. It's absolutely 
amazing." 
 
There is not a cure for cancer because too many people are making too much money on the 
conventional, ineffective methods 
 
Amy Dahlquist, MN:  The only reason there is not a universal cure for cancer today is because too 
many people are making too much money on the conventional, ineffective methods used by 
hospitals and doctors, including radiation and chemo. The only reason Dr. Clark, Dr. Burzynski, 
Max Gerson, Mrs. Caisse, and the many others have been and are being persecuted to this day, is 
because the Medical Board will not give them licenses to practice because that would take away 
their money making business.  
 
The monster pharmaceutical companies 
 
Arun Banerji:   Dr. Clark is helping people and the public officials of American People are kissing 
the asses of the monster pharmaceutical companies that are a scourge to the planet (after much 
studying in this area, I am not overstating this).  
 
People are going to know the truth behind the "cancer scam" 
 
H. Hendrickson:  Dr. Hulda Clark has accomplished in a very short time, what will take the 
American Cancer Foundation, the FDA and others forever due to bureaucracy and ultimately greed. 
I assure you, people are going to know the truth behind the "cancer scam", and when they do, all 
who were involved, or in any way responsible for the deaths of these innocent victims will have 
there day to serve justice.  
 
Dr. Clark's crime is she got too close to the truth 
 
Jaime:  History is repeating itself. I think Dr. Clark's only crime is that she got too close to the 
Truth. If you want the truth, just follow the "money trail." I predicted this would happened as soon 
as I found out about her new upcoming book, "The cure For Advanced Cancer_ with a 21 Day 
Tumor Shrinking Program." Humanity may not appreciate what Dr. Hulda Clark is trying to give 
us, but GOD and I will. Our family have personally benefited from Dr. Clark's work God Bless Dr. 
Clark!  
 
If I hadn't found Dr. Clark's work, I'd be one of the cancer patients receiving allopathic treatments 
 
 
Arthur Lloyd AZ:  First I would like to say how much I admire Hulda Clark and all the good she 
has brought about to those of us who have read her books. I first learned of her at Hanna Kroeger's 
seminar in Boulder, Colorado years ago. I have used all her methods of cleansing and have 
remained on that path. Until this day I practice her cleanses regularly. I believe if I hadn't of found 
her work I would be one of the cancer patients today receiving the allopathic treatments. When I 
did her parasite cleanse, kidney cleanse and liver cleanse I passed many parasites from my body 
and even kept a sample in a specimen bottle. They were clearly the ones she shows in her book as 
flukes.  
 
Cured cervical cancer in 1994 with clark therapy, medically documented. simply amazed at lengths 
medical community will lobby to keep people sick 



 
Debra A. Bradshaw:  I am simply amazed at the lengths that the "medical community" will lobby to 
keep the people of this nation sick for the sole purpose of feeding their already bulging wallets and 
egos. I am federal government employee and a disabled veteran. My injuries and illnesses incurred 
in the line of duty for the US Army, and include lower back injuries and Persian Gulf Syndrome. 
The only offering of relief ever received has been surgery and pharmaceuticals. Then, along comes 
Dr. Clark, with a book that tells me I can continue whatever my regular doctor treats me with, but 
suggests I try some painless, inexpensive methods of dealing with the many disgusting problems I 
came home with. I am here to tell you, I have killed my own cervical cancer. This is medically 
documented, cost me about $100 and was absolutely painless. All without the surgery that a 
multitude of doctors insisted I required. That was 1994 and no sign of any problems since.  
 
I need Dr. Clark's treatment. It works and it saved my life and shrunk my tumor 
 
Hernan J. Dell'Aquila, Argentina:  My name is Hernan Dell'Aquila. I came from Argentina on July 
31, 1998. On March 17, 1998 my doctor said to my parents: "Your son has a brain tumor, probably 
a Cystic Astrocytoma in the top of the brain spine. Unfortunately because of the tumor location, 
any surgical procedure may result unsuccessful. At the same time, without a biopsy, I can't 
recommend treatments using rays or chemotherapy. Finally, if you don't do anything, your son 
could die in 2 or 3 years." With this tragic diagnoses, my parents started to look for any possible 
medical treatment that could work and be safe. After consulting with specialists from different 
countries, in the neuro_surgical field, and after receiving from them similar diagnoses as the first, 
my parents found the treatment of the Dr. Hulda Clark. I started on August 3rd, 1998 with the 
treatment of Dr. Clark, and on February 19, 1999, the last Cat Scan showed a shrunk tumor. 
Probably, the actual size of my lesion is 50% less, than at the beginning of the treatment. At the 
present, I continue with the treatment and go every Saturday to see Dr. Clark. I believe in the job of 
Dr. Clark, I appreciate her commitment with her patients, and I need her treatment for two reasons: 
First, it works and second, it saved my life.  
 
Shrunk my own tumor completely. 
 
Gloria A Hajek:  Sixteen month ago a tumor was found on my left ovary. My doctor wanted to 
operate and as he state, remove everything. Removing everything seemed out of the question to me. 
I received two other opinions from conventional doctors, and they suggested the same things. None 
of them could tell me why I had developed the tumor, they just wanted to operate. None of them 
could assure me that I wouldn't develop another tumor. I started following Dr. Clark's therapy less 
then a year ago and have shrunk my tumor completely. I am in the best of health and I feel 
wonderful everyday. There is an alternative to surgery and thank goodness that we have a choice, 
and thank God for Dr. Clark and her dedication towards helping others help themselves.  
 
In near-death condition I went to a homeopath who espoused Dr. Clark's healing 
 
C. Lee Andrews:  Over the period of ten years, my health had deteriorated to the point where I was 
forced to quit my job and I was completely bedridden. My body was bloated and wracked with 
pain. I could move and walk only with extreme difficulty and effort. The pain was beyond belief 
and totally beyond control. During that period of time I had had countless examinations and tests 
by the finest medical professionals in Missouri, Iowa and South Dakota, but cause and cure were 
not forthcoming. In this near_death condition I arrived at the doorstep of a homeopath who 
espoused Dr. Clark's healing and diagnostic methods. Within a week I was diagnosed and put back 
on the road to healing. At the end of only ten days I actually drove home myself and began a strict 



regimen which has healed me. I am now back at work and am also a full_time student at a local 
college.  
 
Prevented me from having reoccurrence of cancer 
 
Jay Taft:  "My dad, uncle and a female cousin have all died of cancer so I am grateful to Dr. Clark 
for her book which I feel has prevented me from having a reoccurrence of cancer." 
 
I OWE MY LIFE TO DR. CLARK. PSA went from 75 to 0.1, CEA TEST OF 2.3 
 
Conrad McPherson, San Antonio, TX: I am 60. August of 1998 I went in for a general physical. 
The doctor gave me a prostate exam, sent me for blood workup, and my PSA was 65. They sent me 
to an oncologist, another PSA at 75.8, did prostate biopsy samples, very painful stabs. The results, 
"You have a severe case of prostate cancer, I give you two years to live. We can do testicle 
removal, and chemo, however, this will only get 90_95%. The remaining we can not get, and you 
may live for 5 years instead of 2 statistically! "We have not come very far in the last 50 years, to do 
anything other than the accepted procedures I have discussed." 
 
I felt that what ever it takes, cut, burn, poison, if need be, 5 year option was better than the 2. I 
agreed to the testicle and the chemo. I went through the full battery of test, X_rays, bone scans, 
heart readings, etc. with no detection of cancer in other places, however, it had metastasized outside 
the prostate into the surrounding area. By now my PSA was up to 85.0. I went into the hospital and 
let him do his thing. You are willing to do anything, because we all have grown up with the belief 
that, aside from God, the doctors are the next best thing to keep us alive! All this happened in Oct 
1998. Both my father, with prostate cancer (5 operations, and 52 treatments of radiation) and my 
mother with breast cancer (masectomy, radiation, she lasted 2 years). They also believed everything 
the doctors said. I had it done because of the same belief. The chemo medicine, I looked it up plus 
talked to several pharmacists, and my conclusion was the side effects are worse then the cancer, 
plus its effectiveness is doubtful. 
 
Sent home to die of cancer, now well. Another woman with breast cancer cured 
 
Genevieve Hinds, Lakewood, CA: Nearly all my life, I have had conditions which doctors either 
couldn't identify or couldn't cure. So, I had to use natural methods to keep myself healthy. With the 
knowledge that Dr. Clark passes along to us, it is easier than ever before to stay well. I wish I had 
her Syncrometer many years ago when two different doctors suspected that I had lupus, but the 
symptoms were not yet strong enough for traditional tests to confirm. But when a few years ago I 
had a rash that was spreading more each year, and nothing would get rid of it, I zapped that 
stubborn rash away. Although I have been sickly nearly all my life, I now follow the instructions 
that Dr. Clark wrote, and am one of the healthiest people I know. Friends also have benefited. A 
close friend and his wife follow Dr. Clark's instructions. They told me that a cousin's friend was 
sent home to die of cancer. He followed Dr. Clark's instructions and is now well and back at work. 
My 87 year old mother returned from Russia with stomach problems that her doctor couldn't fix. 
She was very sick and worried because for the first time in her life she was too sick to eat. Mother 
was cured fast and thrilled with the results. Another friend with breast cancer went to Dr. Clark's 
clinic and was healed. Diseases don't show up on regular tests until we are sick, but with Dr. Clark's 
methods we can identify them and cure them before we have uncomfortable symptoms. And we 
can correct problems that our doctors cannot. 
 



Visited Dr. Clark in Mexico. she has the answer to our health problems and is a threat to medical 
establishment because people can heal themselves without expensive procedures of AMA 
 
Doreen Moss, Ellensburg WA: I have bad health related problems down through the years. I found 
Hulda Clark's books, followed instructions and now have much improved health. In 1995 I had the 
opportunity to visit Dr. Clark in Mexico and using her methods, I believe she does hold the answer 
to so many of our health problems. She outlines the methods that the average person can 
understand and implement at very minimal costs. People can treat themselves without the 
expensive procedures prescribed by the AMA. She is threatening their income. I am not saying 
there is not a place for the AMA under certain circumstances. We live in a "free" country and 
Hulda Clark is giving those of us who choose an alternative means to good health. 
 
Diagnosed terminal, in 20 days his PSA had returned to normal. two dozen people using clark 
therapy also doing well 
 
All the lives Dr. Clark has saved, including an 86 year old who was diagnosed "terminal." In 20 
days his PSA had returned to normal and there was no sign of cancer. I know at least two dozen 
people that I told about this formula and all are doing well. I have a website and visit the health 
chat rooms. In the last two months, I have probably sent at least 100 people to Drclark.net and will 
continue to do so as long as people have cancer. I am sorry to hear about Dr. Clark's arrest. Maybe 
her judge will get cancer and be cured by her program. 
 
Gets rid of the underlying cause of cancer 
 
John M. Robson, eximiusjr@aol.com, WA: For the first time, someone has taken the time to look at 
the etiology of disease that seems to transcend standard medical blindness regarding cancer. This 
promises to do the job of ridding myself and others of the underlying cause for cancer. I'm 
absolutely going to follow the course recommended for changing the physical condition that has 
created the ripe opportunity for cancer to manifest itself in my body. I'm also going to get every 
member of my immediate family on this regimen, and give copies to my friends. 
 
Dr. Hulda Clark saved my life 
 
Jill Hanna, Box 1292 Oracle, AZ 85623: Dr. Hulda Regehr Clark saved my life. I know I am 
blessed to receive her teachings. 
 
Turned rapidly growing brain cancer into receding cancer. 
 
Ralph Wyndham: My father followed Hulda Clark's cancer program and turned his rapidly growing 
brain cancer into a receding cancer. The doctor was so delighted that the catscan had shown that the 
cancer had receded. 
 
Cancer tumors began to disintegrate. tumors in abdomen and left arm pit area began to shrink in 
size 
 
Hachioji_shi Tokyo, Japan:  I am from Japan, and I was finally able to meet Dr. Clark and would 
now like to explain my health progress while receiving treatment from Dr. Clark. On June 13th, 
1999 I had my first health examination with Dr. Clark. She found many different types of 
pollutants, bacteria, and parasites within my body. We then started off by removing the types of 
obstructions that were causing the weakening of my immune system. On July 21st the necrotic 



sections of my body that were caused by my breast cancer began to form black scabs. This showed 
that the necrosis in my body was starting to terminate. With this, my own strength to fight this 
cancer was regained. On July 23rd there was a new finding in my blood test. The amount of 
bacteria in my blood had drastically decreased. My body then rapidly began to gain the strength to 
fight this cancer. On August 5th my whole body became covered with a rash and I began to itch all 
over. My cancer tumors began to disintegrate. Then the tumors in my abdomen and my left arm pit 
area began to shrink in size. Now, October 2nd my body tells me that it is only a matter of waiting 
for my cancer to completely disintegrate and disappear. I would also like to share that due to 
financial limitations, Dr. Clark treated me 2 to 3 times a week without charge for a over a month.  
 
Friends with breast cancer spread to bones, another with breast cancer, both cured 
 
kmarshal@globec.com.  The wife of one of my friends had breast cancer which had spread to the 
bones in her chest. She used Dr. Clark's wormwood, cloves and black walnut tincture to kill 
parasites and then took various supplements to strengthen her immune system. She is very healthy 
now. Another friend's daughter_in_law cured her breast cancer with the three herbs. I was so 
impressed. I look forward to reading Dr. Clark's latest book "The Cure For Advanced Cancers" 
because so many relatives and friends have been affected by cancer. 
 
Breast cancer 4 years ago totally gone 
 
OMT: I had breast cancer 4 years ago. I followed Dr. Clark's Parasite Cleanse in her book 'The 
Cure for All Cancers" and my cancer was totally gone in 7 months. 
 
Double checked by two medical labs - cancer gone, tumor gone 
 
Janet Goodrich: We just received the great news that Jill Lucky is cured of cancer. She is 30 years 
and was suffering from Stage 3. Chemo was failing her since there was a new growth after the 
chemo treatments. She was closely following the parasite cleanse and using the Zapper. She went 
to a local clinic for a body scan and was told that they could not pick up any evidence that she had 
cancer. Therefore, she had her M.D. schedule a special test in hopes that the medical community 
would agree with the alternative therapist. Sure enough, results came back that the growth of her 
tumor was not only retarded but showed no evidence of any tumor at all! She and her family have 
received the best Christmas present ever. Dr. Clark has touched another desperately ill person. 
 
Bladder cancer so bad doctors could not operate, given 5 to 7 days. Now home doing laundry, 
driving to church 
 
Don Zink, Miamisburg, OH: Two years ago, a lady told me she was supposed to have operation for 
bladder cancer. When they got her open, "They merely zipped me back up." She was waiting to go 
into Hospice. I let her daughter read about 20 pages describing Dr. Clark's cure. She asked if I 
could get some herbs. I told her I had some with me and it would take 5 days to kill the parasites 
that cause cancer. I "zapped" her and left. She called me 4 days later and said they were coming to 
take her to Hospice that evening. She asked me to come and get the "stuff' and use it for someone 
else, as it was too late for her. You cannot take anything into Hospice. She said she was ready to 
die, she hurt so bad. Later I learned several things. One, she had been "drained" once since her 
operation and they got a "gallon" out her. Two, she later told me they gave her 5 to 7 days, no more 
than 10 days at the most, to live. It was one week before she called me from Hospice. She said they 
drained another gallon from her. She called every 2 or 3 days and told me about others dying. She 
felt guilty because she was feeling better every day. I could tell that in her voice. It took almost one 



month to the day from when she went in before they released her. I went to her house that day and 
she was in the basement doing her laundry. Within 2 weeks she was out driving to Church again. 
(there is more to this story). 
 
  
  


